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The Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee met for the fist time in the Board. of Tmstees
Conference Room to organize and accept the charge of the Board and Presidelit B.arker.
President Barker presided and the following members were present: Matt Dunbar, Wil
Brasington, Jim Hendrib Gerald Vender Mey, Tom Wooten,7 and Bobby Mccorlnick. Don
MCKale, on sabbatical, was absent.
TheCommitteebeganbyreceivin_ganexplana-tionofitschargefromPresidentEarker:
:        #: 8:m=?ttrye:Smausspte:!£ifiefet£: :gftdangdrjtu:is;oT:SB::hrteiut::: Special stewardship
•          The Hill is a remarkable set of contours and views
•          The History of the people interred there tens the story of clemson university
:        EE::: Lsasats:ebce;`a:L::,u£:tejoonf:#g¥t]£:chee:€ can=ph:sart
•          We have to be intenectually smart about the management of the property
:        E¥:sc::a=tttoef9tfsanc:d=ott=eg:::g::t.tE:=ebsitqeen,t;:go-tsTangde:sgeand proper ro,e of the
Trustees in managing the Cemetery
•          The president reserves all rights to decision and actions
•          This is a long-term effort and the life-term appointment of several members is a symbol of
this point
•          This is a pexpetual effort-a marathon, not a sprint
•           The committee will have to make choices within a defined budget and assign priorities
•          The cemetery is
o          reflective and private
o          personal and contemplative
0          a "room"
The Committee then entered its initial discussions focusing on what it isndefining itself. Issues of
people and institutions who right be sources of information and funding were discussed. The
notion was agreed that we sham be hiberal in our interpretation of "the hill." Several memtjers
expressed the opinion that the trees of the Cemetery, in keeping with its name, are an integral part
of its heritage and help create the privacy, solemnity, and intimacy of"a room," and this in spite
or in perfect harmony with its physical proxiniity to Memorial Stadium. This very proximity
creating both opportunities for abuse and reverence that must t)e carefully considered and
cautiously crafted.
We agreed, informally, that there were three current priorities:
0          History
o          Archeological work
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0          Development ofa master plan in conjunction with the university Master plan
The idea was raised that the Cemetery should be visually, physically, and conceptually linked with
the Mansion. President Barker suggested that a trip to Ft. Hill or Woodland Cemetery should be
"one visit."
The Committee then agreed, informauy, to take the following actions:
•          Create an Inventory of souls on the Hill
S:eyataet:egrd#:gdTa;#ee:i:;Sip(¥f::°nri:'ntd°e:sht:nednd:nyt::::sS::ht:;?;r:;°n:)exists
The Committee needs some discipline (I need to define this concept better)
The Committee took the following official actions:
•          Jim Hendrix was elected chairman of the committee
•          Ask sonya Goodman to be an Ex officio member and to request that president Barker
make this action possible
The Committee agreed to meet on Friday, March 2, 2001 at 4:30 PM in Room 222 Sirrine Hall.
With ;no additional matters for the moment, the Committee adjourned.
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The Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee met for the second time in Room 222, Sirrine
Hall. Chaiman Jim Hendrix called the meeting to order at 4:30 with a cheerful greeting to all
present.
Members present included Matt Dunbar, Wil Brasington, Jim Hendrix, Gerald Vander Mey, Tom
Wooten, and Bobby Mccormick. Don MCKale, on sabbatical and out of the country, was absent.
The Committee is indeed fortunate that Sonya Goodman has accepted the invitation to be an ex-
officio member, and she too was present.
The minutes from the February 2, 2001 meeting were examined, amended, and approved. .
The Committee discussed and proposed the following mission statement for itself:
The Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee will consider and recommend
actions to protect and enhance the integrity, charaofer, and traditions of Woodland
Cemetery and its environs.
The Committee tabled discussion on the proposed mission statement until the next meeting.
The Committee then discussed several areas of concern, notably the boundaries of the Cemetery.
It was proposed that the Cemetery be defined as all that area bounded on the north by the
unnamed road bordering Memorial Stadium, on the east by Williamson Road, on the south by the
unnamed road coming off Williamson Road pat way down the hill and continuing around the
west side bordering on the parking lot adjacent to Perimeter Road. Briefly, it is asphalt to ,asphalt
and all in between surrounding the cuITent Cemetery grounds.
Discussion on this proposed definition of the Cemetery was tabled until the next meeting.
Tom Wooten displayed a number of recent and old aerial photographs of the Hill and its environs
which provided insight into the area prior to the construction of Lake Hartwell. He also reported
that the pines on the west side of the Cemetery were planted in the 1950s by hand, probably by
physical plant employees.
The Committee agreed to commence an information campaign to publicize the presence of the
Cemetery Endowment for those who would like to make contributions. This fund is named the
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee Fund and is kept by the Clemson University
Foundation.
The information would be spread through C/e7#Jo# 7fror/d, /#JJ.c7e C/ews'o7?,  Orc7/7ge ¢#d 7yfiz./e,
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and other media which would armounce also, the existence of this committee.
A partnership with student organizations was discussed, and it was agreed to ask Tiger
Brotherhood to become involved via fund raising and other efforts consistent with their mission
of supporting the University.
Gerald Vander Mey agreed to set up a project website for all business of this Committee using
Buzzsaw.com as the tool. The Committee agreed to ask Liz Newell if she could set up a special
section of C/em5'o# Wor/c7 to be titled "Cemetery Hill Chronicles" which would contain, in every
issue, some history of the Hill or people buried there.
Matt Dunbar agreed to contact the State Archeological Society to detemine if there were funds
or other support available to continue physical research on the Cemetery.
The meeting adjourned after we agreed to meet again on Monday, March 26, 2001 at 6:30pm.
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The Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee met for the third time in Room 222, Sirrine
Hall. Chairman Jim Hendrix was unavailable and, at his request, Bobby Mccormick presided and
called the meeting to order at 6:30 with a cheerful greeting to all present.
Members present included Matt Dunbar, Wil Brasington, Gerald Vander Mey, and Bobby
Mccormick. Don MCKale, on sabbatical and out of the country, was absent. The Committee is
indeed fortunate that Sonya Goodman has accepted the invitation to be an ex-officio member, and
she too was present. A guest from the University Central Planning Consulting team, George
Mathey was also present along with Barry Anderson from the planning office at Clemson,
The minutes from the March 2, 2001 meeting were examined, amended, and approved.
The Committee then engaged a long and thoughtful discussion of the Cemetery boundaries
covering topics including the location proximity to Death Valley, the value of having the public
traveling through the various areas of the Cemetery, and the dignity of having large numbers of
people walk through the sacred areas of the Cemetery. It was noted that a careful balance is
required to insure that the Cemetery is both open, available, but simultaneously respectedH Some
great care will be required to insure that all three of these objectives are met.
The Committee agreed to submit a map to President Barker, explaining the plan for defining the
area of the Cemetery, prior to presenting to him a formal request for a definition of the mll.
Barry Anderson presented materials with a eye towards a master plan for the Cemetery. Bany
fielded many questions of interest to the Committee, and his report stands as a most useful tool
for understanding the many issues of topography, landscaping, and care of the Cemetery.
Specifically he discussed:
a.           Football traffic
b.          The concept of rooms and rings in the environs of woodland cemetery
c.           Defining the boundaries of the cemetery
d.           Erosion issues and areas requiring immediate preservation
Next, Matt Dunbar discussed the C/e7#Jo# 7yorAd news item, and he agreed to prepare a draft of
this prior to the next meeting.
At the end of the day, it was agreed by all present that the Committee must, "Create a justification
that can withstand careful and broad-based scrutiny for the boundaries we propose."
The next meeting was scheduled for May 9, 2001 in Sirrine 222, and the meeting was adjourned
at 7:45pm.








Members on call: Sonya Goodman, Gerald Van der May, Don MCKale, Bobby Mccormick, Jim
Hendrix.
JimHendrix resigned as Chairman due to his relocation to Chicago to pursue education at another
seminary of learning. Bobby Mccormick was, somewhat reluctantly, elected Chairman.
Discussion followed on several fronts:
1.           Need for including an arborist and willingness to fund a tree survey. Discussion tabled to
next meeting.
2.           Fund raising plan, Jim Hendrix to pursue.
3.          Discussed writing letter to president Barker to properly define cemetery grounds.
4.           Discussed need for a permanent endowment of $40-$50k. Until fund reaches this level it
will be an expenditure fund.
5.           Discussed parking near front door of cemetery.
6.           Wil Brasington will continue his work on plaque development.
Meeting adjourned. Next meeting time to be arranged.
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Location:  Gentry Hall
Attending:  Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Don MCKale, Tom Woolen, Sonya Goodman, Gerald
Vander Mey, and Jim Hendrix (via telephone).   Guest in attendance; Barry Anderson.
I . Meeting called to order at 4:30 pin
2.  September Minutes approved.
3. Old Business
•       Matt Dunbar was recognized for outstanding efforts related to the articles in clemson world
publication.   Next article is to focus on John Logan Mar§hall.
•      The sketch requested of president Barker of cemetery Hill is complete.  The committee generally
agreed that the sketch should be used in the best ways possible including identification and
fundraising.
•       The state archeologist will be working with the committee to settle the issue of historic gravesites
in the Cemetery.  The time necessary to complete the effort could be of fairly long duration, but
will be substantially more economical than having a private firm complete the work.
•      Activities Master plan reviewed by Gerald vander Mey (attached).   Comments were requested.
•       Issues relative fo the physical Master plan were reviewed by Barry Ander§on (attached).
Comments were requested.
•      The tree inventory is complete.  Adriene Gerus and Gerald vander Mey to develop a specific plan
for implementation.    .
•      Jim Hendrix reported thathere is $4,738 in the cemeteryFund account that is held by the
Clemson University Foundation.  This represents a very significant increase over the previous
balance.  The Tiger Brotherhood raised S I,500 through a fundraising effort, and there were several
individual donations that helped boost the account to its present status.
•       Sonya Goodman distributed an updated lnternment Inventory to the committee.
•      The Mission statement for the woodland cemetery stewardship committee was discussed for,a
final time.  The committee voted on the statement and it was unanimously approved.  The Mission
Statement is as follows:
o     `The woodland cemetery stewardship colrmittee will consider, recommend, and
engage in actions to protect and enhance the integrity, character, and traditions of
Woodland Cemetery and its environs."
The headstone that was stolen a few months ago is to be replaced by a headstone to be provided by
the military.   It will alTive in the next few months.
•      The Annual report of the committee is being produced by Bobby Mccorrnick and Matt Dunbar,
and will be available to the committee soon.
4.     NewBusiness-none.
5.      ivleeting Adjourned at 5:30 pin.
Woodland Cemetet.y Stewardsliip Committee
April 3, 2002
Minutes of Meeting
Location:  Gentry Hall
Attending:   13obby Mccormick, , Don MCKale, Wil Brassington, Gerald Vander Mey,   Jim Hendrix (via
telephone) and Matt Dunbar (via telephone).
I .  Meeting called to order at 4: 15 pin
2. December Minutes approved.
3.  Old Business
•      MattDunbar updated the group on articles in clemson world concerning the cemetery.  Positive
feedback continues to be received.   One article is being published, and another is being written.
•      The tree plantingplan for the cemetery was reviewed,  The plan is to be implemented April  15, in
conjunction with campus sweep.
•      The issue ofa fence to protectportions of the cemetery was discussed.  A motion was made to
endorse the plan to erect a temporary fence.  The motion was seconded.  The motion passed
unanimously.
•      Fundraising was discussed with an emphasis placed on completing the Master plan, and that the
plan should have a component in it that addresses potential costs.
•      The cemetery boundary is on the Board of Trustees agenda forApril 25, 2002.
•       The issue of tail-gating was discussed.  The issues involve people drioving into the cemetery,
picnicking there, and leaving the cemetery in terrible condition.   Several people have written
letters.  The committee generally endorsed action on three fronts to modify the behavior of people
in the cemetery.  First, Prof. Mccormick will contact lpTAY to discuss the problem,  Second, he
will also discuss the issue with the police department.   And third, J3any Anderson will investigate
the idea of placing a bollard at the gate to prohibit vehicles from entering the cemetery.
•      It was noted that chris Holden has replaced the headstone that was stolen.
4.     NewBusiness-none.
5.     Meeting Adjourned at 5:30 pin.




Attending:  Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Tom Wooten, Gerald Vander Mey, Jim Hendrix (via
telephone), Wil Brassington (via telephone).   Guest in attendance; Barry Anderson.
I . Meeting called to order at 3:30 pin
2. Approval of minutes deferred„
3. Old Business
•       Parkingissuetabled
•       Regulations report tabled
•      Discussion offencing tabled
•      The survey of the site was discussed.  A motion was made to send the Master plan and surve}'to
the Trustees when there is sufficient feedback from that group about the nature and
recommendations contained €n the plan.  The motion was seconded and carried unanimously.
•      A motion was made to commission a meets and bounds survey of the site for approval by the
Trustees.  A friendly amendment to the motion was made to clarify that the site is identified as the
area from "asphalt to asphalt".  The motion was seconded and carried unanimously.  Barry is to
follow up on this item.
4. The Preliminary Master Plan was discussed.   Four topics were covered:
•      Parking
The committee generally agreed that the parking at the entry to the cemetery should be a
part of the campus inventory to encourage foot traffic.
The parking .area should be an attractive front door to the cemetery that incorporates lawn
and trees.
The parking is not to be exclusively for faculty and staff.  Someone should be able to
come to the cemetery to visit without getting a parking ticket,
Vegetation - the cemetery needs to be retained in a natural woodland setting.  The woods do not
need to be manicured.
•       Coping-consideration is to be given to the idea of discontinuing the use of coping within the      /
cemetery for the benefit of the trees.
•      Land use -the two areas shown for expansion are to be prioritized so that the expansion area on
the west is developed first, and the area on the east is developed once the western side is fully
obligated.
•      The committee is to review the preliminary Master plan and send comments to the planning
Offlce.
5.     Meeting Adjourned at 5:00 pin.
Woodland Cemetery Stewardslilp Committee
Septeml]er 23, 2002
Minutes of Meeting
Location: 222 Sirrine Hall
Attending:  Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Don MCKale, Gerald Vander Mey, Wil Brassington, Sonya
Goodman.  Guest in attendance; Thomton Kirby.
I..    Meeting called to order at 8:00 AM
2.     Approval of minutes deferred.
3.     0ldBusiness
a.      None
4.     The Issue ofGoveming Laws was discussed:
a.     The issue of private versus public cemetery was discussed in light ofRita Bolt's
memorandum. The memorandum highlights the laws and issues that are relevant to the
cemetery.  The conclusion is that the cemetery is in fact private, and does not fall under
state regulatory authority.
b.     Keith Munson, an attorney, will write an official opinion stating that the cemetery is in
fact private, and not subject to state regulation.   It was stated by Thomton Kirby that,this
official opinion will be adequate for the continuation of the administration and operation
of the cemetery in a manner unchanged from current practice.
5.     The process of getting the modified property boundary approved was discussed.  It was agreed that
the boundary, preliminary master plan, and annual report should be revie.wed with Administrative
Council on September 30, 2002.  Language and a clear graphic representation of the property ivill
be developed for approval.  It is anticipated that the information will then be reviewed with the
Board of Trustees at their October 25 meeting.
6.     Approval of the Master Plan was discussed.   Several members of the committee were satisfied that
the Master Plan is complete.   It was generally agreed that final approval of the Master Plan will be
granted upon completion of minor modifications.




Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
2003 Annual Report
The calendar year of 2003 was one of steady progress and continued focus for the
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee.  The issues of primary importance to the
group have remained constant over the past 12 months -the enhancement of the
cemetery grounds through a comprehensive developmental plan, the on-going analysis of
current policies to assess their relevance to our efforts, and the need to create a
heightened awareness of the importance of this sacred ground throughout the Clemson
community.  The attention given to these issues relates directly to the Inission of the
committee, which is to protect, preserve, and promote the integrity and character of the
cemetery.
Throuch a schedule of regular committee meetings and close coordination with the Office
of Campus Plarming, the Stewardship Committee established in late 2003 a general plan
for capital inprovements within the bounds of the cemetery.  Althouch this plan is
currently an initial roadmap in need of greater detail, it still serves as an important
starting point for what the committee believes is a much needed andperhaps long
overdue initiative for Woodland Cemetery.  It is the hallmark of this year's work, and
will continue to be a focal point of the committee for years to come.
During the past year, the Stewardship Committee deliberated various topics related to the
cemetery, including the coping policy, parking space allocation, future plot assignments,
and routine upkeep and maintenance of the grounds.  As a result of these discussions, the
Administrative Council approved one policy change and the committee produced its
official recommendations on several other issues.
Additionally, the activities of the Stewardship Committee were promoted to the public
on a number of occasions in recent months.  From a tour conducted during Alumni
Reunion weekend to a presentation to the Board of Trustees in October, the storied
history of the Woodland Cemetery and the committee's current game plan is being told to
all who will listen.  In return, new friends and supporters of the Woodland Cemetery are
being identified on an almost daily basis.  It is this type of "grassroots" effort that will
ultimately ensure the importance of the cemetery is not lost on the generations to come.
This armual report is intended to provide a detailed synopsis of the work and
accomplishments of the Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee during 2003.  h
addition to reports from each sub-committee within the overall group, this document
contains updates fi.om on-going endeavors, minutes of committee meetings (Appendix
A), the most recent version of the Woodland Cemetery developmental plan (Appendix
8), and an analysis of the current parking policy on the cemetery grounds (Appendix C).
/
Committee Proceedin
The Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee met on Febmary 28, April 3, July 10,
August 29, October 3, and November 7, 2003.  After nearly two years of leadership and
service as the Chairman of the committee, Bobby Mccormick resigned from his post in
July.  Wfl Brasington was nominated and elected by the committee to serve as its new
Chair, and Gerald VanderMey continued in his service as Recording Secretary.
Through the appointment of president Backer, Patti MCAbee joined the Stewardship
Committee in March as an exrofficio representative of the Board of Trustees.  Her
addition brings the committee's head count to nine total, with Sonya Goodman being the
only other exrofficio member.
The Committee carries out a large portion of its business through the efforts of three
standing sub-committees : Fundralsing, Put>ric Relations, and Grounds.
The Fundraising subcomhittee is led by Jim Hendrix, and has assumed a highly
important role in the overall scheme of the Committee's work due to the dependency of
pprivately raised funds for the success of the proposed capital inprovements to the
cemetery.
MMattDunbar,whohassin8lehandedlyorchestratedtheCemeteryChroriclesseriesinthe
alumni publication Clemson World  heads the Public Relations arm.  The PR
subcommittee has also taken on the responsibility of establishing and organizing tours to
promote a greater awareness of the cemetery.
The third subcommittee, Grounds, is under the guidance of Dr. Tom Wooten, who lends
his expertise in the area of forestry fo ensure that the cemetery grounds are properly
mmaintainedandthatfutureneedsareplannedfor.
Ccanitallmi)rovementandDevdopmentalPlan
The committee adopted a developmental plan in late 2003 that would greatly enhance the
aesthetics of the cemetery, while providing perimeter definition and addressing certain
envirormental concerns at the same time.  This plan calls for the creation of entry gates
on Williamson Road, a forecourt leading to the traditional cemetery burial area, and a
stone and wrought iron garden wall that would control erosion and replace the existing
chain-link fence.  All of these improvements are scheduled for completion by 2009 at an
approximate total cost of $585K, and would be carried out throuch a series of phases as
shorn below:
Phase One /$125K) -Removal of chainlink fence, installation of hedgerow to
replace fence, Williamson Road gates construction, 1andscaping
Phase Two /$245K1 - Forecourt and Garden Wall construction
Phase Three /$215K` -Landscaping to define perimeter of williamson Road,
corner markers
An informational meeting took place in October 2003 between President Barker, Wil
Brasington, Thornton, Kirby, Gerald Vanded\4ey; and Barry Anderson of Campus
Planning.  The purpose of this meeting was to share preliminary ideas and solicit
feedback from President Backer on the direction of the developmental project.  The
critical component of froding was discussed, and it was agreed that the majority of this
effort would be driven through privately generated funds.  However, President Barker
generously offded the committee financial support from the university with matching
funds at a 12 ratio ($1 in university funding for every $2 raised privately).  The
committee would like to express its gratitude to President Barker for his commitment to
the success of this prQject and his continued support in general.
The Stewardship Committee also bad the opportunity to present its initial woric on this
plan to the Budget and Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees in October.  This
meeting was also informational in nature, and appeared to be well received in theory by
the Board.
The connnittee hopes to present this plan in its entirety to the Administrative Council for
their review and approval.  It is hoped that Phase One could begin in the spring of 2004
with the removal of the chain-link fence surrounding the cemetery, and that this initial




The Stewardship Committee made significant progress towards its financial goals in
2003.  The cash on hand in the Foundation account is $44,068 (almost 250 gifts),
compared to $11,563 one year ago.  More importantly, donors have pledged an additional
$127,000 over the next 5 years, bringing our total of gifts and pledges to more than
$171,000 (compared tojust over $80,000 one year ago).    A snapshot of the largest
pledges to date reveals:
1 pledge of $50,000
1 pledge of se5,000
1 pledge of $15,000
5 pledges of $5,000
3 pledges of $2,500
Perhaps the most significant fundraising accomplishment in 2003 was the actual
organization and establishment of the Woodland Cemetery Fundraising Subcommittee
itself.  This subcommittee is made up of the four life members of the Woodland
Cemetery Stewardship Committee plus Terry Long, Brian O'Rourke, Brandt Gilbert, and
Mendal Bouknight.  The eight-person team will advise on a variety of issues including
the recognition of donors and the appropriate message to use in marketing materials.
Furfuer, each member of this subcommittee will be expected to identify donors and assist
in that effort.
The Fundraising Subcommittee is encouraged by the fact that its success to date has been
throuch a combination of donors large and small, old and young.  The earliest graduating
donor is a member of the class of 1933, while the youngest benefactor will graduate in
2004.  It makes the membership proud that this project appeals to a broad spectrum of the
Clemson falnily, and builds confidence that enough donors can be found to successfully
complete this project.  It has been especially rewarding to see so many recent graduates
dig deep to make this project a reality.  Additionally, for the third year in a row, Tiger
Brotherhood donated the proceeds fi.om the RC & Moonpie Downhill Run, which were in
excess of $ 1,500.
The Fundraising Subcommittee has already identified several potential donors and is
working on a brochure that will be sent to all members of Tiger Brotherhood, to the
finilies of those who reside in Woodland Cemetery, and to those who have been
assigned plots but fortunately are not yet residents.  The expectation of the Subcommittee
is that the upcoming year will be an even more fruitful year than 2003.
PpublicRelatiousuiidate:
Cemeterv Cluronicles
The Ce77ee&ery CZ3ro72icJes series in the C7euso7e  77lor# alumni magazine continues to be a
popular and irxportant piece of the Stewardship Committee's work.  In 2003, the
Cfa7io72Zc/es series profiled Dr. Rupert H. `Rube" Fike, Professor D. W. Daniel, Professor
Elwyn Lorenzo Clacke, and Professor Gilbeart "Lord" Collings.  These articles were
written by three cunent students (including two National Scholars) and the daughter of
one of the featured individuals.
Readers of the C7e77aso72  W7lo7`Jd have offbed the Committee regular positive feedback
regarding the Cchefe7')/ Cfe7io7cZ\c/es, including compliments, questions, offers to write
future articles, and unsolicited donations to the Cemetery IIill Preservation Fund.  Given
the popularity of the series, the Committee will use the CfrorfeJes forum in 2004 to
launch its public fundraising campaign for the Cemetery improvemeut project.
At year-end 2003, a total of ten Ce7„efe7]/ C727io73Zc/lag had been published, with plans to
continue the series indefinitely.    The committee wishes to recognize and thank Ijiz
Newall, Editor of the Chao72 J7or/lcz; for her continued support of the Ce77eefe7)/
Clurovicl,es .
Cemeterv Tour
It has long been a goal of the Comrittee to provide periodic tours of the Cemetery in
order to increase the awareness and historical appreciation of the Cemetery and its
inhabitants.  The first tour was given duing `Bring your Daughter to Clemson Weekend?'
in May, 2001, and a second tour was conducted during Reunion weekend in June, 2003.
Feedback from both tours was overwhelmingly positive, and efforts have since been
underway to formalize the Tour program with a regular schedule and designated tour
guides'
Currently, the Committee is working to institute standing tours for events that micht
include Founders Day, Reunion Weckend, Kickoff clemson, and Homecoming.   A
dialogue has been initiated with the Uhiversity Tour Guide Association to explore the
possibility of training a subset within that group to conduct those regularly scheduled
tours as well as special event tours that might be arranged for particular occasions, guests
or fundralsing activities.  The Committee has called upon Dr. Jerry Reel, Dean of
Undergraduate Studies and Uhiversity IIistorian, to hely in establishing the tour content
and training the tour guides.  The Committee also plans to develop a self-guided tour for
guests and alumni who visit campus throuchout the year.
The Committee believes that regular Cemetery Tours will not only increase the
appreciation of Clemson's history anong its supporters and help raise funds for the
Cemetery's preservation, but also serve to further Chemson's 2010 Goals to "strengthen
our sense of community' and `frecognize and appreciate Clemson's distinctiveness."
Grounds U
Cli aim-Link Fence Removal
As preparation for Phase One of the adopted developmental plan, the committee has
begun planning for the removal of the chain-link fence that surrounds the previously
defined perimeter of the cemetery.  A span of hedgerow would be installed in its place.
The conHnittee feels that the chain-link fence is not aesthetically appropriate in a
`hatural" surrounding such as the cemetery.  Further, its only purpose is that of a safety
barrier at the top of the two-foot high crosstie wall.  The proposed hedgerow is suitable
rraplacement for the fence, since it addresses both of the afore-mentioned issues of visual
appeal and safety.  It would serve as a barier until the Garden Wall is construeted, and
will remain as a compliment to the wall afterwards.
Cemeterv Burial Plot EXDansion
An effort is underway to expand the availal]1e burial area of the cemetery to the northwest
corner of the grounds (closest to Jervey Gym).  A tree survey must be completed prior to
the fomal plotting process of the future burial area.  The challenge that faces the
cconmittee with this prQject is to find a balance between the protection of trees and the
need for additional, assignable burial apace.  'Ihis initiative is slated for completion in the
summer of 2004.





unsightly coping installation served as the catalyst for the committee to reconsider this
poliey-
The recommended change from the commifee reads "Coping of plots in Woodland
Cemetery is prohibited.  Comer markers, that do not exceed a height of 4 inches above
grade, are allowed."  The Administrative Council approved this change in policy, and the
Policies and Procedures Manual has been updated accordingly.
Analvsis of parking on Cemcterv Grounds
Since the Board of Trustees approved the new boundaries of the cemetery in October
2002, questions have arisen as to whether or not paridng and tailgating (during football
season) should be allowed on cemetery grounds.  Such is currently the case with the
football game packing assignments in Lot 7.  Bobby Mccormick and Matt Dunbar
evaluated this issue on behalf of the committee in the fall of 2003.  After numerous
discussions with both the Athletic Department and the Ticket Office, they presented their
rrecommendation how to proceed with this issue to the fiill committee, who in turn
unmanimouslyendersedtheproposal.
Our finding states, "The cument parkingfflgating situation and structure need not be
changed unless and until burial grounds are expanded outside the chain-link fence
bboundary."  The committee decided that the cunent proximity of tailgating parking
assigrments to gravesites is an appropriate distance.  As the actual burial area is
expanded beyond its cument bounds at some future tine, this will need to be re-evaluated,
as the two components ®arking assignments and plots) will begin to infringe upon one
another.  Further, it was detemined that the ultimate goal of this committee's effort is to
identifyways to bring peaple onto the cemetery      unds.  The displacement ofpaldng
spaces, until absolutely necessary, would run contrary to this objective.  Additional
comments and infomation pertaining to this issue are provided in Appendix C.
Conclusion
The Stewardship Committee is proud of the accomplishments it has witnessed over the
past twelve months.  Through considerable discussion, careful plarming, and coordinated
efforts with various parties across the University, the committee feels it is providing the
type of vigilance over the cemetery that it was established to provide.  The upcoming
year will undoubtedly offer both opportunities and challenges to the overall effort, and
each will be confi.onted with great energy and enthusiasm fi.om the group.
The expectations for 2004 are lofty.  The committee will remain heavily involved in
fundraising activities, with a goal of at least $75,000 cash on hand by year's end.  Work
will continue on the cemetery developmental plan to ensure that our project cost
projections are achievable and that the end result is worthy of the ground that it will be
built upon.  A standing Woodland Cemetery tour calendar will be established.  These
tours will be carried out by a dedicated group of guides, who will offer an intimate
glimpse into the lives of those interred within the grounds and of the cemetery itself.
Finally, the committee intends to conduct a thorough analysis of the Woodland Cemetery
Policies and Procedures to determine which, if any, guidelines are in need of
modification due to the ever-changing needs of the cemetery.
At the end of the day, the Stewardship Committee remains as committed as ever to its
most important responsibility.  It is with deep appreciation for this unique opportunity to
serve Clemson that this annual report is issued.












The Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee met on April 3 , September 13, and
September 23, 2002.     Bobby Mccormick continued in his service as chair of the committee,
and Gerald Vander Mey coiitinued to serve as Recording Secretary.   The minutes of each
meeting are attached in Appendix A.
Mission Statement
The Committee adopted the following mission statement in 2001, and it is included here as a
backdrop and reminder of the Committee's charge:
The Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee will consider, recommend, and
engage actions to protect and enhance the integrity, chai.acter and traditions Of
the Woodland Cemetery and its environs.
Master Plan
The latest draft of the Woodland Cemetery Preservation and Development Plan (hereinafter
referred to as the "Cemetery Master Plan") was completed in September, 2002, in anticipation of
the adoption of the new Long-Range Campus Master Plan.   The Stewardship Committee is
culTently making final updates and revisions to the Cemetery Master Plan in hopes of presenting
it to the Administrative Council and Board of Trustees for approval in the Summer of 2003.
While the Cemetery Master Plan provides considerable detail regarding the cuITent and future
work of the Committee, several items are highlighted for additional emphasis in this repoil.  The
current draft of the Cemetery Master Plan is attached as Appendix 8.
Boundaries
The Committee deemed it necessary to clearly define the geographical area represented by the
tern "Woodland Cemetery" in order to fully perform its duties with regard to holistic site
preservation and development.   With that end in mind, a metes and bounds survey was
commissioned by the Committee in the fall of 2002 to precisely define the proposed area of the
Cemetery site, previously described as `asphalt to asphalt,' or more specifically, all the grounds
contained within the intersections of williamson Road, the C-3 Commuter Lot, A-Street and
Memorial stadium.     With the completion of the survey (see Appendix c), the proposed
boundary definition was presented to and adopted by the Board of Trustees at their meeting in
October, 2002.
As an antecedent to that boundary defirition, J. Thomton Kirby, Secretary to the Board of
Trustees and Executive Assistant to the President, requested that the Committee conduct a




review of the pertinent South Carolina laws regarding cemeteries.    Former Student Body
President Rita K. Bolt (Class of 200l), a current law student at Harvard, submitted the findings
ot` her research into that subject during her summer internship with the Wyche, Burgess,
Freeman, & Parham law firm in Greenville.  Her report (Appendix D) concludes that because the
Woodland Cemetery is private in nature, it does not fall under the stipulations of the General
State Regulations for cemeteries, therefore allowing Clemson University freedom to maintain the
Cemetery as it sees fit.  Another Clemson graduate and practicing lawyer, Keith Munson (Class
of 1984) with Womble, Carlyle, Sandridge & Rice in Greenville, corroborated these findings
with Mr. Kirby and satisfied his request for legal review.
Besides the demarcation of the perimeter of the Woodland Cemetery grounds, two other
important boundaries within the Cemetery also deserve mention.  The first is the area
traditionally known as Cemetery Hill, which crowns the rise of the newly defined Cemetery
grounds and is bounded by a chain-link fence.  The Committee unanimously agrees that the
existing fence should come down in favor of a more aesthetically appropriate boundary.
However, because of the steep topography in much of the enclosed area, a safety audit has been
requested in order to better understand any potential dangers associated with removing the
existing fence.  Meanwhile, long-range planning is underway to develop concepts for a future
boundary to replace the existing fence.  Sketches of some of these ideas will be available in early
April, and the Committee will work this year to adopt one proposal to submit for the
administration's review and approval.
The second important boundary to note is a new one put in place during the spring of 2002 to
protect the graves outside the southwest comer of the traditional Cemetery Hill site.  Many of
these suspected graves are marked with small head and footstones and are believed to hold the
remains of victims of a 19'h century whooping cough or tuberculosis epidemic.   The new black
vinyl chain-link fencing that surrounds these probable graves is intended only a semi-permanent
measure to prevent dumping and/or other erosion or activity in that area.   Future development
work at the Cemetery would provide for further research into the nature of these graves, as well
as a more pemanent marker and boundary to protect and preserve them.
Woodlands
In 2002 the Committee helped further the Cemetery Tree Plan developed by University Facilities
by coordinating the planting of seven new trees on the site.   Tiger Brotherhood took on this
proj.ect as part of campus Sweep in 2002, and plans to again plant trees as part of its 75th
Anniversary Celebration in April of 2003.
Suspicions regarding an infestation of pine beetles within the Cemetery have proven to be true,
and several trees have been removed or marked for removal as a result.    The Tree Plan will serve
to mitigate the effects of diseased or dying trees in the Cemetery by planting a series of young
hardwoods on the site over the course of the next several years.





In an effort to further investigate the possibility of unmarked slave grave sites within the
Cemetery, the Committee worked with Dr. Jonathan Leader, State Archaeologist, to apply
Ground-Penetrating Radar technology to tlie search for old grave shafts.  Unfortunately wet soil
conditions prevented conclusive findings during Dr. Leader's two visits to campus in 2002, but
there was some indication that his device detected bone matter beneath some of the suspected
graves in the newly-fenced burial site.  No similar findings were reported inside traditional
Cemetery grounds at the former Cowan-Ricks researcli site, but because of difficult terrain and
wet soil, more investigation will be required.  The Campus Planning Office intends to have Dr.
Leader come back to campus with his equipment when soil conditions are more favorable, most
likely in the summer of 2003.   Pending the results of his investigation, the Committee will
develop a proposal to appropriately mark any gravesites that are found or recommend the release
of unallocated plots to those persons currently on the waiting list (26 individuals).
On a different note, the Committee regrets to report that our monetary reward offer in 2002 did
not turn up any information regarding the theft of the James Edward Calhoun grave marker.
However, a replacement marker supplied by the U.S. Military was installed in early 2002.
Clemson World
Liz Newall, Editor in Chief of the C/ems'o# Wror/d, continues to be gracious in allowing the
Committee to publish its regular Ceme/ery CAro#J.c/es' feature in the magazine.   The C¢ro#z.c/es
articles for 2002 included profiles on J. L. Marshall, J.C. Littlejohn, R.F. Poole and S.B. Earle,
and a copy of each in included in Appendix E.   The articles continue to generate great interest
among readers as evidenced by the several requests for and contributions of information from
family members of those buried in the Cemetery.
Fundraising
While the Committee has not yet launched a public fundraising campaign, we are pleased to
report significant contributions to the Cemetery Preservation Fund.  As of March 1, 2003, the
Fund contains Sl I,563.12 from a total of 65 gifts.  h addition, there are nearly $70,000 in
pledges allocated to the Fund as a result of the silent campaign efforts of Jim Hendrix, the
Committee's fundraising chair, and Mendal Bouknight, Development Offlcer.    $50,000 of those
pledges comes from a single donor.   The Committee plans to launch a public phase of the
fundraising campaign in mid-2003 .
The Committee wishes to here acknowledge and thank President Barker once again for providing
his sketch of the Cemetery for inclusion as an identifying mark in our correspondence and
fundraising materials.
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Several important milestones were reached by the Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
in 2002, including Board approval of the surveyed boundaries, further revisions to the Cemetery
Master Plan, substantial commitments to the Cemetery preservation Fund, and continued
interest-generation via the Ceme/Cry C*ro#!.c./es in the Clemson World.   With that foundation in
place, 2003 promises to be an even more productive year with the launch of the public phase of
fundraising, approval of the Cemetery Master Plan, and adoption of a plan to replace the existing
chain-link fence at the site,
The Committee is committed to and excited about the work that lies ahead, and we continue to
be grateful for this opportunity to serve Clemson.
Respectfully submitted for the Committee,
Robert E. Mccormick
Professor and BB&T Scholar
John E. Walker Department of Economics





of the Meeting of
THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY BOARD 0F TRUSTEHS
Madren Center Board Room
Clemson, South Carolina
Friday, October 25, 2002
After notification as required by the Freedom of Information Act, the Chairman called the
mmeeting to order at 1 :41 P.M. with the following members present:  Lannence M.
Gressette, Jr., presicfrog; Bin L. Amick, J. J. Britton, Leon J. Hendrfuky Jr., Thomas C.
Lynch, Jr„ Louis 8. Lynn, Patricia H MCAbee, Leslie G. Mccraw, E. Sngth MCKissick,
Ill, Thomas 8. MCTeer, Jr., Joseph D. Swann, Allen P. Wood, W. G. Deschamps, Jr.,
Harold D. Kingsmore, D. Leslie Tindal, and J. Thomton Kirby, E]reccifive 51gc7+efc7;?;
ADMINISTRATION PRESENT: President James F. Barker, Dori Helms, Ben Anderson,
Chris Przirenibel, Scott Ludiow, Neill Cameron, Cathy Sams, Debbie Jackson, John
Kelly, and LaVI.ence Nichols
OTIERS PRESENT:  Robin Denny, Kinly Sturkie, Vema Howell, Catty Sturkie,
Stassen Thompson, Angelo Mitsopoulos, Derrfer Hawkins, Dallas Bumett, Angie
Leidinger, Byron Wiley, Jerry Trapnell, David Martin, Eddie Smith, Drew Land, David
Dickerson, Mary Pcore, Gregory Harris, Beth Davis, Bobby Mccormick, Barry Nocks,
Janice Schach, DanNadenicek, Teny Farris, Tom Keinath, Bob Wells, John Robinson,
Shawntara Govan, Joy Smith, George Clay, Janice Kleck and Renee Roux
REDIA PRESENT:  Anna Simon, Gree7ei;jJJe Ivews' and Jean Scott, 47zcierso#
Independent
Item 1.  Introductions
Statement:  ChairmarL Gressette called on Robin Denny to introduce any guests from the
media in attendance.  Ms. Denny introduced Arma Simon of the Gree7.i7iJ7G Ivew;s' and
Jean Scott of the i4;9cfe7ro7z j}7dape;7deut   Chairman Gressette welcomed both to the
meeting.
Chairman Gressette ne2ct called on the Executive Secretary for a special introduction.
M. Kirby thanked the Chairman and introduced David Dickerson, winner of the 2002
Trustee Medal for Oratorical Excellence.  M. Dickerson is a Business Management
Major from Toccoa, Georgia and is active in Student Government as Clerk of the Student
Senate.  The Trustees and guests congratulated M. Dickerson with a hearty round of
applaue.
Item 2.  Aunroval of Minutes
Statement: The minutes of the July 26, 2002 meeting and the September 24, 2002
teleconference were submitted for approval (Attachment 1).
Ag!igLn:  There being no changes, Chaiman Gressette advised that the minutes would
stand approved as submitted.
Item 3.  Reoort from the Executive Secretarv to the Board
Statement:  Thomton Kirby reported the dates of future Board meetings (Attachment 2),
and he asked Tmstees to reserve these dates on their calendars.
Item 4.  Executive and Audit Committee
Statement:  Chairman Gressette advised that the Executive and Audit Committee had not
met since the last Board meeting, so there was no committee report.  M. Gressette
submitted one item of business to the Board pertaining to the contract of Athletic Director
Terry Don Phillips.  Chairman Gressette advised all present that while the Board does not
approve contracts of coaches or the Director of Athletics, one aspect ofDr. Phillips'
contract requires Board approval.  Mr. Gressette reported that when Clemson hired Dr.
Phillips, the University agreed to provide a retirement plan similar to the one he had in
place at Oklahoma State Uhiversity.  The plan has now been drafted, but it requires
approval by the institution's governing body in order to comply with RS regulations.  He
asked the Board to adopt a resolution approving the plan (Altachment 3), and he invited a
motion to that effect.
Ag!ig±:  hdrs. MCAbee made a motion to approve the Special Defined Contribution
Retirement Plan negotiated between the University and Dr. Phillips and to adopt the
resolution presented by Chairman Gressette.  Dr. Britton seconded the motion, and the
vote of approval was unaninous.
Item 5. Educational Policv Committee
Statement:  Chairman Gressette called on M. Mccraw for the report of the Educational
Poliey Committee, and M. Mccraw advised that the Comndttee had heard a series of
excellent reports from Provost Helms the prior day.
A.  New Degree Programs
Statement:  I\fr. Mccraw noted that Dr. Helms had made a conipelling case for approval
of five new degree programs, as follows:
1.   PhD, Environmental Design and Planning (Attachment 4);
2.   PhD, Professional Communication (Attachment 5);
3.   MLA, Master of Landscape Arohitecture (Attachment 6);
•   4.   MRED, Master of Real Estate Development (Attachment 7); and
5.   MS, PhD, Automotive Engineering in Greenville (Attachment 8).
Agfig±:  On behalf of the Educational Poliey Committee, hdr. Mccraw made a motion to
approve the request for the new academic degree programs as presented by Dr. Helms.
Dr. Britton seconded the motion, and the vote of approval was unanimous.
a.  New Centers
Statement:  M. Mccraw noted that Dr. Helms had also presented four new centers, as
ffollous:
I.   Center for Advancement of Marketing science (Attachment 9);
2.    South Carolina Center for Genetics Research (Attachment 10);
3.   Center for Community Growth and Change (Attachment 11);
4.   Center for Real Estate Development (Attachment 12).
Ag!igE:  On behalf of the Educational Poliey Committee, M. Mccraw made a motion to
approve the request for new centers as presented by Dr. Helms.  Mr. Lynch seconded the
motion, and the vote of approval was unanimous.
C.  Degree Program Name Change
Statement:  M. Mccraw reported that the committee had considered and approved a
rrequest to change the name of Clemson's PhD. in Industrial Management to Ph.D. in
MManagement.M.Mccrawnotedthechangewouldmoreaccuratelyreflectthe
integrative nature of the Department of Management, the nature of current management
education, and the content of the degree program.
A4iQLn:  On behalf of the Educational Poliey Committee, M. Mccraw made a motion to
approve the request for the degree program name change as presented by Dr. Helms.
M. Hendrix seconded the motiorb and the vote of approval was unanimous.
D.  DeDartment Name Chance
Statement:  M. Mccraw reported that the committee had considered and approved a
request to change the name of the Department of Biological Instruction and Agricultural
EEducation to the Department of Biology Instruction.  He noted that Agricultural
EEducation has been transfined to the Daparfuent of Agricultural and Biological
Erfueering.
Ag±igE:  On behalf of the Educational Policy Committee, M. Mccraw made a motion to
approve the department name change as proposed.  M. Lynch seconded the motion, and
the vote of approval was unanimous.
E.  Facultv Senate Reoort
Statement:  I\dr. Mccraw called upon Faculty Senate President Kinly Sturkie for his
report.  Dr. Sturkie circulated a written report (Attachment 13) and highlighted several
items, including the new grade redemption policy, an ad hoe committee on professional
responsibility, and the election of a new Faculty Representative to the Board of Trustees.
Dr. Sturkie concluded by noting that faculty morale is good, and he attrfoutes the positive
morale to the faculty's trust in the Administration.  Dr. Stuckie noted that the faculty's
'tnist in the Administration is as high as he has seen it in 21 years.  Chairman Gressette
offered his thanks to Dr. Sturkie for his excellent report and leadership, and he also
thanked Dr. Pat Smart for her outstanding service as Faculty Representative to the Board
of Trustees.
Itemm6.AgricultureandNaturalResourcesCommittee
Statement:  Chairman Gressette ne]ct called on Dr. Lyrm for the report of the Agriculture
and Natural Resources Committee.  Dr. Lynn thanked Chalrman Gressette, highlighted
several informational reports presented to the Committee, and called on Stassen
Thorxpson to present a land management action item.
A.  Woodbum Road Bridge Protect
t:  Stassen Thonxpson informed the Board that the South Carolina Deparfuent of
Transportation (SCDOT) is planning to replace a bridge on State Road 279.  The existing
bridge's condition is such that Clemson personnel carmot cross the bridge with logging
trucks and heavy farm equipment.  Replacing the bridge will require the deeding of 3,700
square feet to SCDOT as shown on a map circulated by Dr. Thompson (Attachment 14).
To acquire this property SCDOT will pay Clemson $775 ($9200 on a per acre basis).  In
addition, SCDOT will bring two farm access roads to grade level.
Ag!iQLn:  On behalf of the Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee, Dr. Lynn made
a motion to approve the Woodbum Road Bridge Project as presented by Dr. Thompson.
M. MCTeer seconded the motion, and the vote of approval was unanimous.
Item 7.  Student Affairs Committee
Statement:'  Chairman Gressette called on Patti MCAbee for the report of the Student    .
Affairs Committee.  hfrs. MCAbee in turn called on Verna Howell for an introduction.
Ms. Howell introduced Greg Hanis, Clernson University's new Chief of police.  Chief
Harris stated his intention to make the police dapartmeut a unit of which the Board could
be proud, and he dedicated himself to continuing the professionalization of the
daparinent.  Chairman Gressette thanked Chief Harris for his corrments.
A  Student Government ReDort
Statement:  Vema Howell ne}ct introduced Angelo Mitsopoulos, President of Student
Government, to present his report.  M. Mitsopoulos advised the Trustees that he had
included his reports in their materials (Attachment 15), and he highlighted two items.  He
noted the plan to unify undergraduate and graduate student government, which has been
proposed to the student body and approved overwhelmingly by referendum. He also
commented on the development of a strategic plan for Student Government (Attachment
16).  M. Mitsopoulos also introduced four Student Goverrment Officers in attendance:
Beth Davis, student Body Vice President; John Robinson, Student Senate President;
David Dickerson, Cledc of the Student Senate; and Drew Land, Student Senate Academic
Affairs Chairman.
8.  Graduate Student Government Reoort
Statement:  Ms. Howell next introduced Dallas Bumett, President of Graduate Student
Government, to present his report (Attachment 17).  M. Bumett reinforoed M.
Mtsopoulos' comments on the unification of Student Goverrment, noting the new
approach will make the organization more responsive to the lifestyle and issues of
graduate students.
Following M. Bumett's report, hdrs. MCAbee thanked all the student leaders for their
outstanding contributions to Clemson Uhiversity, and she led the Board in a round of
applaue.
Item 8.  Research Committee
Statement:  Chairman Gressette called on Joe Swann for the report of the Research
Committee.  M. Swann advised that five reports were received by the committee, and he
highlighted t`ro of them.  M. Swarm noted that Clemson has exceeded the goal of $100
Million in research awards, and the University as also made tremendous progress with the
commercialization of the patents given to Clemson by Eastman Chemical and Proctor &
Gamble.  M. Swann then called on Dr. Chris Przirembel to present the committee's sole
aulonitem.
A.  CURF Board ReanDointments
Statement:  Dr. Przirembel asked that the Board approve the reappointment of four
mindividualstotheClemsonUniversityResearohFoundation(CURF)Boardforafour-
year term.  The four nominees for reappointmeut are Dr. Charles Watt, M. AI Quick,
Ms. Angelina Howard, and Dr. Joe Bailey.  The resumes of these nominees were
submitted in advance for review by the Trustees (Attachment 18).
Ag!igE:  On behalf of the Research Committee, Mr. Swann made a motion to approve the
reappointments to the CURF Board of Directors.  M. Mccraw seconded the motion, and
the vote of approval was unanimous.
Item 9.  Budget and Finance Committee
Statement:  Chairman Gressette called on Bill Hendrix for the report of the Budget &
Finance Conunittee.
A.  Aooroval of Bonds
Statement:  M. Hendrix reported that the committee had entertained and approved
several bondrrelated matters.  During the current fiscal year, Clemson Uhiversity
anticipates three bond issues totaling approximately sO9 million to partially finance the
construction of a new researoh laboratory building; continuing improvements to
intercollegiate athletic facilities; and renovations to ten residence halls on campus over
the next two years.  Included in the requested action are t`ro reallocatious of student fees
and the approval of a new academic fee schedule.
The first action approved by the committee was the reallocation of student fees from
operations to tuition effective with the 2003 spring semester in an amount sufficient to
reduce operations receipts by $1,830,000 and to increase tuition by the same amount in
order to raise Clemson University's State Institution Bond capacity by approximately
$ 18,300,000 in FY 2003-2004 (Attachment 19).
The second action approved by the committee was the adoption of a resolution
authorizing the issuance of not exceeding $12,000,000 in State Institution Bonds in
January 2003 to partially fund the acquisition of a parcel of land in the Clemson Research
Park and the construction of one or more research laboratory buildings (approximately
84,000 total square feet) (Attachment 20).  The research laboratory building(s) project is
curently estimated to cost $18,000,000 with an expected completion date of late 2003.
An additional State Institution Bond issue of approximately $6,000,000 will be required
in July or August 2003 to complete this project.  In order to issue the second series of
bonds for this project, it will be necessary to re-designate next semester's fees.  The
financing plan for this project is to reallocate $1,830,000 of the 2003 spring semester fees
from operations to tuition.  The I.educed operating funds will be replaced with the
Sl ,830,000 designated previously by the Administrative Council for a lease of the
research buildings.   Students would pay no more in the 2003 spring semester than they
did in the 2002 fall semester, but the fees would be reallocated from operations to tuition.
With the additional $1,830,000 collected in tuition in the 2003 sprfug semester, Clemson
University will be able to issue $6,000,000 in State Institution Bonds early next fiscal
year to complete the financing of the research building project, and the University's
current Bond capacity will be restored.
The third action approved by the committee was the adoption of a resolution authorizing
the issuance of an Athletic Facilities Revenue Bond issue in January 2003, not to exceed
$7,000,000 (Attachment 21).  This bond issue will be used to finance the cost of
continuing and additional improvements to athletic facilities, to include paying a portion
of the cost of renovations to the University's varsity baseball facilities and the cost of
architectural engineering fees for the design and development phase of the Athletic
Heritage Center in conjunction with the renovation of the west end zone of Memorial
Stadium.
The fourth action approved by the committee was the adoption of a resolution authorizing
the issuance of Clemson University Revenue Bonds for University Housing in May 2003,
not to exceed $30,000,000 (Attachment 22).  This bond issue will finance extensive
renovations over a two-year period of the five fraternity area residence halls, as well as
HVAC upgrades and the addition of sprinklers to Benet, Young, Cope, Geer, and Sanders
Halls next summer.  During renovation of the fi.atemity housing area, approximately 280
students will be housed off-campus in leased space.
The fifth action approved by the committee was a reduction of the Plant Improvement
Fee in FY 2003-2004 in an amount sufficient to reduce its receipts by $140,000 annually
and to increase tuition by the same amount to increase Clemson University's State
Institution Bond capacity by approximately $1,400,000 (Attachment 23).
The si}th action approved by the committee was the adeption of a revised Academic Fee
Schedule for FY 2002-2003 (Attachment 24).  The revision was necessitated by the
rreallocation of revenues to tuition to increase capacity for State Institution Bonds to be
issued in FY 2004.  The fees to be paid by students in the current year remain unchanged.
Ag!ig±:  On behalf of the Budget & Finance Committee, M. Hendrix made a motion to
approve:
(1) the reallocation of student fees from operations to tuition effective with the
2003 spring semester in an amount sufficient to reduce operations receipts by
$1,830,000 and to inerease tuition by the same amount in order to raise
Clemson University's State Institution Bond capacity by approximately
Si 8£OO,Ooo in Fy 2003-2004;
Q) the adoption of a resolution authorizing the issuance of not exceeding
$12,000,000 in State Institution Bonds in January 2003 to partially fund the
acquisition of a parcel of land in the Clemson Research Park and the
constmction of one or more research laboratory buildings;
@) the adoption of a resolution authorizing the issuance of an Athletic Facilities
Revenue Bond issue in January 2003, not to exceed $7,000,000;
(4) the adoption of a resolution authorizing the issuance of Clemson University
Revenue Bonds for University Housing in May 2003, not to exceed
$30,000'000;
(5) a reduction of the Plant Improvement Fee in FY 2003-2004 in an amount
sufficient to reduce its receipts by $140,000 annually and to increase tuition
by the same amount to increase Clemson Uhiversity's State Institution Bond
capacity by approximately $1,400,000; and
(a the adoption of a revised Academic Fee Schedule for FY 2002-2003.
M. MCcraw seconded the motion, and the vote of approval was unanimous.
8.  AODroval of Housing Lease During Fratemitv Residence Renovation
Statement:  M. Hendrix reported that the committee had approved a lease of 47 duplex
aparfuent buildings with a total capacity of 282 persons in order to house Clemson
students during the fraternity residence hall renovation prtyect.  The lease will be for a 23
month period beginning August 12003 and ending July 1, 2005.  The total cost for this
lease will be $1,945,800 ¢1,863,000 with donation) and will be paid monthly in the
amount of $84,600 ($81,000 with donation).  Clemson University will pay for all
monthly utility costs.  Clemson Uhiversity has the option to renew space for
approxinately six months with ninety-day notice.  The property was acquired through an
RFP issued by the state leasing office.  Lease payments will be funded by the University
Housing operations budget.  The state leasing office has approved this lease going
forward.  Arrangements for state approvals by the Commission on Higher Education in
eearly November 2002 and the Joint Bond Review Committee and Budget and Control
Board in December 2002 are progressing.
/
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C.  ADDroval of Littleiohn Crane Road Change Order
Statement:  M. Hendrix advised the Board that crane roads had to be created to support
the two large heavy lift crawling cranes that were needed for the re-roof project at
Littlejohn Coliseum.  The initial estimate to build the roads was S196,000, which was
below the amount requiring Board approval.  After the project was underway, the
contractors determined more extensive work was required to ensure a stable road surfuce
for the cranes.  The cost of the crane roads eventually totaled $345,022, and the
Administration has asked the Board to approve a change order covering the total cost in
keeping with Board policy (Attachment 25).
Agfig±:  On behalf of the Budget & Finance Committee, M. Hendrix made a motion to
approve the Crane Road Change Order, not to exceed $345,022 as presented by the
Administration.  M. Lynch seconded the motion, and the vote of approval was
unanimous.
D.  ADI)roval of the Woodland Cemeterv Boundaries
Statementt:  I\dr. Hendrix called on Dr. Bobby Mccormick to present a request for
approval of fomal boundaries for Cemetery Hill.  Dr. Mccormick explained that he is
currently serving as chair of an advisory committee appointed by President Barker to
protect and enhance Woodland Cemetery, and the committee's first order of business was
to request that formal boundaries be established for the cemetery.  The proposed
boundaries, presented to and aprroved by President Backer, would be Memorial Stadium
on the north of the cemetery, adjacent packing lots on the west and south, and Stadium
Road on the east.  The boundaries, if approved, would be pavemcut to pavement.
Ag±iQE,:  On behalf of the Budget & Finance Committee, M. Hendrix made a motion to
approve the boundaries of Woodland Cemetery as presented by Dr. Mccormick.  M.
Mccraw seconded the motion, and the vote of approval was unanimous.
Dr. Lyrm asked whether unmarked graves had been located on the grounds of the
cemetery, and Dr. Mccormick explained the steps currently underway to locate, protect,
and mark any such unmacked graves.  Dr. Mccormick advised the Board that the
advisory committee would maintain its communication with the President and the Board
as plans were developed.
E.  ExceDtion to Architectn3ngineer Selection Process
Statementt:  M. Hendrix reported that the committee had considered and approved a
proposed exception to the Architectffingineer Selection Process with respect to the
Charleston Architecture facility.  He noted that the one-time exception would allow the
Uhiversity to establish an international design competition for the building in Charleston,
and the jury to select the best design would include internationally recognized architects,
though the majority of the committee would be Clemson faculty and administrators.
Ag!ig±:  On behalf of the Budget & Finance Committee, M. Hendrix made a motion to
approve the one-time exception to Architectffingineer Selection Process.  M. MCKissick
seconded the motion, and the vote of approval was unaninous.
A.  Classified Staff senate ReDort
Statement:  De2rfer Hawlcins, President of the Classified Staff Senate, presented a written
report (Attachment 2® and highlishted several items.  Following a brief discussion,
Chaiman Gressette thanked M. Hawkins for his report.
8.  Camt}us Master plan
Statement:  M. Hendrix concluded his report by highlighting a calxpus master plan that
was presented by Art Lidsky, a professional carppus plarmer and a 1968 graduate of
Clemson.  M. Hendrix advised that any Trustees who did not see the report during the
committee's meeting should make an effort to see it.
Item 10.  Institutional Advancement Committee
Statementt:  Chairman Gressette nerct called on Sngth MCKissick for the report of the
Institutional Advancement Committee.
A  Srmding policv
Statementt:  M. MCKissick advised that the committee had considered and approved a
revision to the spending policy for the Clemson University Endowment.  Mr. MCKissick
reminded the Board that the Uhiversity had directed the Clemson Uhiversity Foundation
to manage and invest the University's endowment funds using the policies and strategies
adopted by the Foundation Board for the Foundation Endowments.  The Foundation has
recently amended its spending policy, and the Board of Trustees has been asked to follow
suit with respect to the Uhiversity's endowment funds:  The first amendment would be to
reduce the spending percentage dryout rate) for Clemson University Endewmeuts from
4.75% to 450% effective fuly 1, 2003 for FY 2004.  The second amendment would
apply the apending percentage to the average of the Clemson Uhiversity Endowments'
mmarket vahies as of the end Of the prior three fiscal years.  This calculation would become
effective as of July 1, 2003 for FY 2004.
Action:  On behalf of the Institutional Advancement Committee, M. MCKissick made a
motion to approve the revised apending policy as proposed and to review the apending
poliey annually for adjustments that may be appropriate.  M. Lynch seconded the
motion, and the vote of approval was unanimous.
8.   Executive Board Room Refurbishment
Statement:   M. MCKissick explained plans for refubishment of the Executive Board
Room at the Madren Center.  He noted that the Madren Conference Center is due for its
pperiodic refufoishment in accordance with the plan established by the Finance
Corporation.  As part of the project, caxpeting and wall coverings will be replaced
thoughout the Madren Center, including in the Executive Board Room.  Although the
total cost of the refurbishment is under the threshold requiring Board approval, state law
requires that any decorative or ornamental purchase for a board room that exceeds esoo
must be approved by the governing body (Attachment 27).  The Executive Board Room
of the Madren Center is scheduled for new carpet and new drapes.  The total cost of the
carpet will be $5,550j and the total cost of the drapes will be $2,500.  The budget for the
Madren Center refubishment project will include a contingency, and if that contingeney
is not used new chairs will be ordered for the Executive Board Room at an approximate
costof$17,400.
AAction:  On behalf of the Histitutional Advancement Committee, Mr. MCKissick made a
motion to approve the refubishments as proposed.  Dr. Britton seconded the motion, and
the vote of approval was unanimous.
C.  ADDroval of Naming Request
Statement:  M. MCKissick reported that the fraternity residence hall renovation prcject
wwill include construction of a new building.  Since the existing buildings that form the
fraternity quad are named for original Life Trustees, a proposal has been submitted to
nname the new building for another original Life Trustee, Colonel Richard Wright
Silnpson.  Colonel Simpson is the only original Trustee for whom no campus building
+isbeennamed.
Action:  On behalf of the Institutional Advancement Committee, M. MCKissick made a
motion to name the new building in the fraternity residence hall coniplex for Colonel
Richard Wright Simpson.  hfrs. MCAbee seconded the motion, and the vote of approval
was unanimous.
D.  Executive Summarv
Summarv:  M. MCKissick called on Neill Cameron to present an Executive Summary to
the Board.   M. Cameron reviewed his written executive summary (Attachment 28), and
he highlighted several of the most important items.
Item 11.  President's Reoort
Statement:  I\dr. Gressette called upon President Barker for his report.  President Barker
rreported that life in the President's Home continues to be an adventure, as evidenced by a
rrecent episode involving a lost dog that was entrusted to the Barkers until its owner could
be located.  He gave the Tmstees an update on the Emerging Scholars Prograln
(Attachment 29), as well as his own report card for the most recent quarter (Attachment
30).  After discussing the report card in detail, President Barker reflected on the meaning
of Thomas Green Clemson's term, 'hi8h seminary of leaming."  He expressed his belief
that M. Clemson intended for this institution to be an energized intellectual environment,
10
•ch;„.acterized by an attitude that stimulates the search for ideas.  President Barker
cconcluded his report by remembering t`ro members of the Clemson finily who changed
hhistory 40 years ago.  Harvey Gantt, along with Matthew Peny, RC. Edwards, and the
rest of the Clemson family, showed the nation how to integrate peacefully and with
dignity.  Major Rudolph Anderson, Jr. sacrificed his life flying a recormaissance mission
over Cuba in order to obtain critical military information for President John F. Kennedy,
who narrowly averted a nuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union.  Both these men,
Harvey Gantt and Major Rudy Anderson3 will be honored by Clemson in coming months.
Item 12.   Other Business
Statement:  Chairman Gressette asked whether there was any other business to come
before the Board.  M. Amick noted thatthe positive morale and tnist exhibited by the
faculty, as well as the recent gifts and strategic planning process, are all testimonies to the
outstanding leadership ofpresidel]tBalker; and he led the Tfustees and guests in a round
of applause.  hds. MCAbee shared a recent experience with a faculty member from a
university in Kentucky3 flotingthat many people across the country are watching
Clemson's progress Tith keen interest.  Dr. Britton reflected that the link to Thomas
Grreen Clemson's original vision remains strong, as evidenced by the fact that one of our
current trustees, Les Tindal, is a direct descendant Of two original trustees, D. K. Norris
and James E2ra Tindal.
Item 13.  Adioun
Statement:  There being no further business, M. Mccraw made a motion to adjourn and
the meeting was concluded at 3:00 PM.
Resp ecrfully submitted,
J. Thomton Kirby






Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
Fel)ruary 28, 2003
Minutes of Meeting
Location:  Gentry Hall
Attending:  Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Don MCKale, Tom Wooten, Gerald Vander Mey, Wil
Brassington, Sonya Goodman, and Jim Hendrix (by telephone).
I.     Meetingcalledtoorderat2:00PM
2.     Minutes Approved for september 23 an september l3, 2002
3.     Reports
a.      Finance
i.    Jim Hendrix reported that to date $80,000 in gifts and pledges have been
received for the Cemetery.  The committee discussed the significant progress
from last year.
ii.    The "Cemetery Hill preservation" account managed by the univeristy
Foundation currently has a balance  S I I,563.12.
b.     Grounds
i.     Wil Brassington reported that there is an initiative to remove as much of the
chain link fencing on site as possible.  Wil is working with Barry Anderson,
Campus Landscape Architect, to identify the correct process to use to ensure
that the solution is appropriate and acceptable.
ii.    Wil requested that ideas for new fencing/site identification elements be reviewed
at the next meeting.
iii.      It was noted that there does not seem to be a systematic site review process in
place.  Gerald Vander Mey is to speak with Adriene Gerus concerning this topic.
c.      PublicRelations
i.    Matt Dunbar reported that Clemson World is still pleased with the quality of the
Cemetery Chronicles, and that the feedback that they are receiving is very
positive.
ii.    The next featured c]emson chronicles figure will be D.W. Daniel.
4.     0ldBusiness
a.    Eehsec::::db;ft:emdsjtae::aj: i!ar::td°,::rd¥eeei;:t:;PEro°uvneddatn+:sP,°aunndda::I:fs::cT:]tce#`'[ a§
described in the "Boundary Survey of woodland Cemetery for Clemson University"
dated 11/13/02 by Freeland & A§sociates surveyors and engineers.
b.     Bobby Mccormick noted that the follow-up of Keith Munson regarding the private status
of the cemetery is culTently unnecessary, and will be revisited if circumstances demand.
5.     NewBusiness
a.     Matt Dunbar will begin to assemble the Annual Report to president Barker.
b.     Coping and Related issues
i.    Due to a recent installation in the Cemetery, the issue of cemetery plot coping
has arisen.   Sonya Goodman will research who placed the coping on the
`Graham'  plot and speak with the people responsible for initiating the work.
Sonya will consider alternative approaches to bring the physical and aesthetic
presence of this plot into a more compatible expression.   It was suggested that
Adriene Gerus and Barry Anderson review instal]ation plans before they are
approved.
6.      OtherBusines§
a.     Bobby Mccormick will present the cemetery Hill Master plan to the president in the
next few weeks with a request to present it to the Board in April.
b.     PolicyReview
i.     The latest policy andprocedures documentwas approved in  1991.  This
document should be reviewed and revised as appropriate by this Cemetery
Stewardship Committee for consideration by the Board of Trustees.
ii.     Key policy issue to consider:  length of service required to be eligible for
assignment of a plot.
I.     Sonya is to report on the waiting list and the number of people eligible
to be assigned a plot.
7.     Meeting Adjourned
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
April 3, 2003
Minutes of Meeting
Location: 222  Sirrine  Hall
Attending:  Bobby Mccomick, Matt Dunbar, Don MCKale, Gerald Vander Mey, Wil Brasington,
Guest:  Bany Anderson
I.      Meetingcalledto orderat3:00 PM
2.     Minutes Approved for February 28, 2002
3.     Reports
a.     Finance
i.    Bobby Mccoimick reported for Jim Hendrix that to date approximately $80,000
in gifts and pledges have been received for the Cemetery.   The committee
discussed the significant progress from last year.
ii.    The "Cemetery Hill preservation" account managed by the university
Foundation currently has a balance  in excess of s 12,000.
b.      Grounds
i.     Wit Brasington reported that the campus Safety Walk occurred last night and
that there should be some feedbacl( from that event concerning the Cemetery.
c.      Public Relations
i.     Matt Dunbar reported that he next featured Clemson Chronicles figure will 'be
Elvin Lorenzo Clarke after D.W. Daniel.
ii.    There was discussion about proving some token ofgratitude to the Staff of
Clemson World for their support.
d.     Annual Report
i.     Matt Dunbar reported that the Annual repc)rt is about to be finished,   He asked
for final comments from the committee.
4.      OIdBusiness
a.     Barry Anderson reported that the Master plan presented at the meeting is the pre-press
version.   He asl(ed for any fma] comments prior to sending it to the printer.   Bobby
Mccomick was to share it with the President for his review.  A meeting with the
President to respond to his feedback will be scheduled if necessary.
b.     Barry Anderson reviewed with the committee an illustration of concepts for Garden wall
improvements.   Several comments were made and the illustrated approach was
challenged, but it was concluded that the plan is reasonable and appropriate.  BarTy was
asked to develop a conceptual phased cost estimate that can be used for fund raising.
c.     A memo from Thomton Kirby, See. To the Board of Trustees was reviewed with the
committee.  The issue raised by TK. was that the access road from the cemetery to the
Stadium is not standing up to the use it receives and the question has been raised
concerning the future of.the drive.   It was decided by the committee that the Tliomton
and Helen Adams will be asked to attend the next meeting to provide information and
engage in a dialogue on the subject.
5.     NewBusiness
a.      President l3arker has appointedTmstee patti MCAbee to the woodland cemetery
Stewardship Committee,
6.     Meeting Adjourned 4:30
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
July  10, 2003
Minutes of Meeting
Location:  Gentry Hall
Attending:   Bobby Mccormick (by phone),  Matt Dunbar, Jim Hendrix, Gerald Vander Mey, Sonya
Goodman, Wil  Brasington presiding.
Guest: Bany Anderson
I.      Meetingcalledtoorderat3:30 PM
2.     Minutes Approved for April 3, 2003
3.     Reports
a.      Finance
i.    Jim Hendrix reported that to date approximately S loo,000 in gifts and pledges
have been received for the Cemetery.
ii.    The "Cemetery Hill Preservation" account managed by the University
Foundation currently has a balance in excess of $21,000 (up $9,000 from April,
2003).
iii.     New strategies are being investigated for additional fundralsing.
iv.    A match of up to S 10,000 has been made by the Chair, Bobby Mccormick for
any other two gifts exceeding $5,000.
v.     A discussion was held regarding the need to approach the leadership of the
University concerning finding -the concern is that private funding will not
meet the expected need for improvement or maintenance, and if the cemetery is
honorific, asking individuals for support at the necessary levels may not be an
appropriate thing to do.
b.     Grounds
i.     Wit Brasington reported that the campus Safety Walk occurred but no
information llas been made available.
ii.     [t was noted that the west side of the cemetery is getting overgrown with small
trees, and that the maintenance gropup should be alerted to this condition.
a.      Pub]icRe]atjons
i.     Matt Dunbar reported that perhaps in January, the master plan for the cemetery
will be featured in Clemson World, along with sl(etches and funding needs.
ii.     It was noted that the April minutes needed to be corrected to show that Elvin L.
Clarke is properly spelled EJri.
4.     0ldBusiness
a.      Review ofcostEstimates for Fencing: the committee requested of the planning office
variations on the  fencing layouts to potentially reduce costs.
b.     The committee requested of the planning office entry feature options   (gate and comer
markers) for review at the next meeting.
5.      NewBLisiness
a.      None
6.     Meeting Adjourned 5:00
4e
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Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Commi(tee
August 29, 2003
Minutes of Meeting
Location:  Gentry Hall
Attending:  Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Tom Woolen, Don MCKale, Jim Hendrix ,
Wil Brassington (Presiding)
Guest in attendance; Barry Anderson.
I . Meeting called to order at 3:30 pin
2. Minutes Approved for July 10, 2003
3. Reports
a.      Finance
i.    Jim Hendrix reported that to date approximately S I lo-120k in gifts and pledges
have been received for the Cemetery.
ii.     CuiTent holdings are in the amount of$30,031.00
iii.    Avg. Gift is $200 perperson
iv.    Levels of recognition/Thank-you's should relate to gift amounts.  Specifics not
yet determined.
b.     Grounds
i.    Wil Brasington reported that the campus Safety Walk occurred but offered little
response to the existing lighting condition within the cemetery.
ii.    Bobby Mccormick Stated that the existing condition of the area within the main
cemetery has a intended appearance based on discussions with Adrienne Gerus,
Director of Landscape Services.  Bobby also stated that Adrienne has expressed
a desire to reassess the desired "look" of the place and detemine in more detail
"what is weed and what is not."
c.     PublicRelations
i.    Matt Dunbar reported that perhaps in January, the master plan for the cemetery
will be featured in Clemson World, along with sketches and funding needs.
ii.    Matt stated that it is desirable to continue "Cemetery Chronicles" as a way to
promote public awareness.    Group concurred.
4. The Preliminary Master Plan was discussed.  Four topics were covered:
•      Most recent developments in response to meeting with president Barker on May  l4.
o     Parking -Removed from campus parking Inventory and depicted as infomal open space
to support cemetery functions and special event parking.  This is a deparfure from the
previous meeting minutes that sta;ted "The commil[ee generally agreed that the parking
al the eritry 1o the ceme[ery shoilld be a parl Of the campus inventory lo encouragefoo[
raffilc."
o      Entry court concept was presented for discussion and received a favorable response from
the committee.
o      Williamson Road gates and comer markers were also reviewed and discussed.  Jim
Hendricks stated that his desired material for the gates and markers should be of graulte
so that they would be directly associated with the cemetery in appearance.
o      Bobby suggested seeking additional funding from the university.  A noted suggestion
\vas for the Stewardship committee could raise funds for new main gates, comer markers,
ently court and perimeter landscaping (scope of work outside the main cemetery), and the
University could address the maintenance needs associated with existing cemetery gates,
fencing, and retaining walls.
•       Presentation boards are to be completed to depict current design direction.
•       Barry Anderson will work with will B. to prepare documents for presentation to president Barker
and Board.
5.     Meeting Adjourned at4:45 pin.
®




Attending:   Bobby Mccormick, Gerald Vapder Mey, Don MCHale, Wil Brasington presiding.
Guest: Barry Anderson
I.      Meetingcalledto orderat3:15
2.     Minutes Approved forAugust
3.     Reports
a.      Finance
:.E:::;Ca:i::t:uryITgnj:{yp*;isearvbaat;:::'eajcnc::::sTaonfas83ei,oboyot.h:i¥::Ve:r£'at:ebeen
jj.ie;:!Vaeddditt:;antiT:gtte;i.'a°i°d°6norsarebeingpursuedthathavetheabllityto
provide S I 5,000 -$50,000 each.
iii.    MRR funds of th?`, yniversity are being pursued for matching money.
b.     Grounds
i.    Wil Brasington reported a great deal of work has been accomplished to clean up
the cemetery.
c.      PublicRelations
i.     Noreport
4.      0ldBusiness
a.      [t was suggested tliatJelry Reel be approachedabout making a training video to capture
the essential characteristics of the history embodied in the cemetery.
b.     The meeting with president Barker has been moved to october 7, 2003.
5.      NewBusiness
a.     Norris Monument acquisition and placement considered.  Gerald vander Mey described
the opportunity to acquire a monument dedicated to D.K. Norris, one of the original
University Trustees.   It is currently located in Cateechee, SC.   One of the descendants of
D.K. Norris would like the University to acquire the monument and place it somewhere
on campus.   The Trus(ees approved the acquisition in April of 1984, but the approval has
never been acted upon.  The monument is Tiot a head-stone,  it is a rather large (appx. 6'h
x   6'1 x 4'w) gray granite homage to Norris.  It was noted that the monument is privately
held at this time and that there are currently no funds available to relocate it.  There was
some discussion on the subject concerning the precedent that this acquisition  may set.
There was also a positive statement made about the role of Norri§ in the history of
Clemson University, and that it would be appropriate to honor him in some way.  The
issue was tabled and may be discussed at a later time.




Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
November 7, 2003
Minutes of a Meeting
IJ)cation:  Gentry Hall Conference Room
Attendees:  Wil Brasington, presiding, Sonya Goodman, Matt Dunbar by conference call, Bobby
Mbcormick, Jim Hendrix, Tom Wooten; and Gerald Vander Mey.
Guests:  Mendal Boughkhight, Bany Anderson
1.   Meeting called to order at 3:00 p.in.
2.   Mnutes approved from October 3, 2003 meeting.
3.   Cormittee Rep`orts \
a.     Finance,  JimHendrix
CashonJhan'd     I             $   31,000
Pledges                            $137,000
A subcommittee for fundraising is to be formed.  Four (4) additional people will be
asked to participate.  Existing stewardship committee members are welcome, but
others from outside will be contacted as well.
b.  Public Relations, Matt Dunbar:  Article on cemetery will be published in Winter
2003 issue of clemson World
c.    Grounds, Wil Brasington:
i.           New grounds subcommittee chair will be Dr. Tom wooten.
ii.          Coping -the latest information is that the wall with the very tall profile is
to be removed in the next 2 weeks.  People who are speaking to the
university about coping or other markers are being directed to use only
comer markers.
iii.         Sonya Goodman is to follow up on getting the Board of Trustees to delete
the ability to install coping in the cemetery.
4.   0ldBusiness
5.   NewBusiness
a.   Major Project Discussion:  Wil Brasington and Barry Anderson met with Board of
Trustees on Oct 24th and presented Master Plan and Gates proposal.   Good
feedback and very positive comments from Board.  Timing and funding issues
should be finalized and presented to Administrative Council.  Jim Hendrix
indicates that it is really difficult to project the amount of cash.  A reasonable




gave some good feedback on the layout and images of the stonework.  Character
is an outstanding issue.  Discussion on funding -the University will contribute
matching funds on I :2 ratio (200,000 university, 400,000 private).  A 4-5 year
time frame is reasonable.
c.     Discussion ensued concerning project emphasis and funding strategies.  What can
and should Phase 1 be?
d.   A motion was made by Gerald Vander Mey to adopt the phasing plan outlined by
Barry Anderson in the distributed e-mail.   The motion was seconded by Bobby
Mccormick but then unanimously defeated by the committee following
discussion.
e.    A motion was then made to implement the following phasing plan:
1.    MainGates
2.   Forecourt
3.   Comer Markers
The committee unanimously endorsed this second motion.




Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
January 16, 2004
Minutes of a Meeting
Irdcation:  Gentry Hall Conference Room
Attendees:  Wil Brasington, presiding, Gerald Vander Mey, Tom Wooten, Bobby Mccormick,
hhatt Iumbar by conference call, Don MCKale
I
Absent:  Jim Hendrix
g±gst§:   Sonya Goodman & Barry Anderson
I.    Meeting called to order at 3:00 p.in.
H.  hffinutes approved from November 7, 2003, as amended.
in  Comlnittee Reports





Fundraising Subcommittee has been formed consisting of TelTy Long, Brandt
Gilbert, and one other pprson yet to be named.  Also, a fundraising brochure is
being designed.
I
b.    Cirounds -Tom wooten                                                                                             I
Sonya Goodman, Adrienne Gerus, and Tom Wooten met on site.  The chain link
fence can be removed for less than $1,000 but will leave the cemetery unsec{]red.
¥#£fp¥st#b¥er:##d=#:#T#etrl##t#1#
areas are dying due to root rot.
c.   Public Relations -Matt Dunbar
Winter - John Lane
Spring - A F. Lever
Summer-~
Fall - rm Raising
IV.  Old Business
a.  Williamson Road/woodland Cemeterv Parking Analvsis -Bobbv Mccomick
& Matt Dunbar
The committee discussed football parking on Williamson Road.  There is a plan to





Bobby SkeltolL Helen Adams and Neill Cameron were consulted.  A motion was
made to maintain existing conditions.  The motion passed unaninously.   A
document entitled "Woodland Cemetery Parking Analysis" was presented
b.   Status Of cooing Poliov -Sonva Goodman
This issue is under consideration for inclusion at Board of Trustees meeting.  'I'he
issue may be taken up by the Administrative Council and may then be refened to
the Board of Trustees.
c.  oner Issue
i.   Length of service and eligibility
ii.  Survey of site to NW, Survey to be investigated in terms of scope and
construction.
d.  Review of canital rmorovement Phases and Costs
A motion was made to endorse the January 16, 2004 phasing plan.   See
attached handout dated January 16, 2004.  The motion was unaninously
approved.  Discussion ensued regarding the gates and the intersection of
Williamson and S. I'almetto.  The potential for a traffic light or the
introduction of a traffic circle was discussed.  One of these measures will be
necessary when a parking structure is built on west campus, the traffic light is
less intrusive to the Cemetery.  The committee asked to be kept up-to-date on
the issue.
V.  New Business
a.  Discussion of cemeterv Maintenance Account -Sonva Goodman
Discussion of maintenance vs. private money uses.  It was generally agr:ed
that the committee would ask the President for $10 k armual operating
expenses.  Campus Swear is to be approached for the establishment of the
hedgerow.
b.PreDarationofAnnnnualReDort
The Chair requested that.the sub-committee chairs submit significant events
over the past year in preparation of the annual report due date which is jl]st a
few months away.                                                                                                    I
VI      Adjourment






I) Phase 1:   Williamson Road Gates Construction, chain-link fence removal, instalhtion of hedgerow
to replace fence, landscaping ($75k)
-Cost would be $50K in gifts and a $25K match from the university
-Estimates on matedals /labor of Main Gates (50K|, hedgerow (15K), landscaping/irrigadon (lox)
-I'hase 1 could begin a§ early as July '04, Hedgerow planting as part of Campus Sweep acdvities in
April `0+.
2) Phase 2: Forecourt ($200K) and Garden Wall Constniction ($2001`|
-Need to consider Willianson Road intersecdon inprovements as we establish statt date for Phase 2
-Co§twouldbe$132,000ingiftsand$68KforuniversitymatchforONLYforecourtcomponent)
-Cost of garden wall replacing retaining wall would be additional $200K (combination of gifts and
university match)
3) Phase 3: Comer markers and Msc. Iandscaping to defroe Williamson Road Perimeter ($50-75Iq
-Cost would be $50K in orts and a $25K match from the university
-Cost for landscaping only would be $50K
***Overau time frame of project from start to finish would be targeted for 5 years ('04 - '09)
***Overall costs would be $525K OR $550K, depending on direction taken in Phase 3
AGENDA
Wo o d]and Cemetery Stewardship Committtee
March 5, 2004 Meeting




I.         Welcome and can to order
11.        Approval of Minutes from January 16, 2004 Meeting
IT.      CommitteeReports
a)  Fundraising -Jin Hendrix
b)  Grounds -Tom wooten
c)   Public Relations -Matt Dunbar
IV.       Old Business
a)  Update on Status of Capital Improvement plan
b)  Change to coping policy
c)   Preparation of Annual Report
V.         New Business
a)  Budget Request for Fundraising Sub-Committee - Jim Hendrix
b)  Cemetery Tour Planning - Dr. Jerry Reel
VI.      Cemeteryon-Sitevlsit
a)  Expansion Site Tree Inventory
b)  Logistics of chain-Link Fence Removal
c)  Electrical Duct Bank Installation




Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Comlnittee
March 5, 2004
Minutes of a Meeting
Location:  222 Sirrine Hall
Attendees:  Wil Brasington, presiding, Jim Hendrix, Tom Wooten, BobbyMccorfuick, Don MCKale,
GuldvanderMey
Absent:  Matt Iinbar
§!±g§!a:  Jeny Reel, Thomton Kirby, Paul Minerva, Bill Carson, & Balry Anderson
I.           Meeting called to order at3:ob p.in.
/u
11.         Minutes apptoved from January r6 as alnended.
Ill.        Committee Reports
a.  Fundrai5ing & Finance - Jim Hendrix
Cash on hand                              $44,000 (
Gifts & pledges                           $127,000
The silbcomlnittee chair noted that a stgnificapt pledge` has been rescinded.  The
fundralsing subcommittee is working to identify individuals who may be al.le and willing
to`given to the cemetery.  Thafundraisingforochureds iniprogress ,and 2000 will be printed.
(See new business, item "a).           I
b.  Grounds -Tom Wo.oten
Dr. Wooten distributed an aerial photograph of the Cemetery and reviewed it with
the Ctommittee.
c.  Public Relations - no renort
Bobby Mccormick noted that the relationship with "Clemsofuw0rld" magazine has
solidified and should be a perpetual arrangement.  ELe also noted thathe fund raising piece
is being discussed and is planned to be in the Summer or Fall issue of "Clemson World."
IV.        Old Business
a.  Ubdate on statiis of Canital hnorovemenrplans -'Wil Brasington
No action has been taken on this, but it is slated for,action by the Adnrinistrative Council.
b.  Cochg policv
The Woodland Cemetery Policy document has been updated to incorporate charges
relative to coping.  The policy is now approved by the Administrative Council and reflects
this update.
c.  Amual Resort
The annual report is due in April.  Committee chairs are asked to please submit
information to the Chairman as soon as possible.
I,0
V.         New Business
a.  Budget Reouest
se500 is being requested to print 2,000 brochures.  A professional approach is being
taken, and the brochures will be mailed out to people who have ties to the cemetery.  The
funds are being requested from the funds that have been raised.  A motion was made to
endorse the request, and it passed unanimously.
b.  Cemeterv Tour Planning -Dr. Jerrv Reel
Open discusion
Dr. Reel suggested that a serf-guided document is necessary - a single document
that will cover the highlights.
Cemetery andiences will likely include the following groups:
1)   Accidental Tourist (self-guided tour would be appropriate)
2)   Scheduled tours for interested parties
3)  Descendents of those buried in the Cemetery.
Identify a group, probably Tiger Brotherhood, to adopt the tour program.
Coordinate the program through the Visitor's center.
Dr. Reel - Consider the descendants of those interested
8. Mccormick -will talk to Tiger Brotherhood about sponsoring the tour program and see
how they respond.
Matt Dunbar was elected to produce the self-guided tour documents.  Campus Planning
will assist with map/plan support.
Don MCKale suggested that Dr. Reel participate in the development of a vidco to introduce
the cemetery.  This video could also be used for training.
VI.        Cemetery on-Site visit
a.  EXDansion Site Tree Inventorv
The committee convened on the site and reviewed the expansion area on the northwest side
of the cemetery.  As soon as practical a survey will be initiated to document the boundary
of the expansion areas including many of the trees on site.  Paul Minerva and Bill Carson
addressed the group and asked that groups of trees be worked around instead of working
around individual trees.
b.  Chain I,ink Fence Removal
The colnlliittee reviewed the conditions of the existing fence surrounding the cemetery and
modified the intention of removing the fence in its entirety at one time.  It was decided that
the section of fence to the north of the main entry where there is a retaining wall greater
than 30" in height will remain until other measures can be taken to create a safety barrier in
this location.
c.  Electrical Duct Bank
The committee reviewed on-site the specific qualities of where the Duct Bank will run.  It
was clarified with the group that 2 water oaks on the southeast edge of the cemetery will be
lost due to the construction, but the project will pay for their replacement.
Minutes submitted by Cierald Vander Mey, 03ro8-04,
Minutes revised 09-27-04 with Matt Dunbar's minor changes CMJ
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Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
Friday, September 3, 2004
rmnutes of a Meeting
Location:   Gentry Hall conference Room






I.  Meeting called to order at 3:10 p.in.
Fian¥ensutt::tfif::e-Te:::n5;;:::-:tnegTnet:eta:Eko::i3xi?ncuot=tteewithsomerior
in.  Old Business deferred
IV.  Committee Reports
a.  Fundraising Rei]ort & Finance
Cash on hand                         $63,000
Gifts & Pledges                     $192,000
Fundraising brochure is in final stages of production.
b.  Grounds
New plantings:  25 shrubs still growing.   15 trees have expired from April
planting.  Additional mulch has been distributed around the plants.  Large tree
by Anderson site should be removed on the southwest side.  The Red Oak by
the Calhoun site is declining.  Future plantings should be done in January.
c.  Public Relations
Members were directed to see the C/er72so7c Worid article that featured Bany
Anderson's sketches. Little Joe Hunter article is coming out in the next issue.
Mary Katherine Littlejohn issue is after that.  Matt Clemmeus will likely take
on future cemetery tours. Matt Dunbar passed around a notebook of cemetery
chonicle articles.
V. New Business
A.   Site survey
1. Barry Anderson outlined scope of proposed survey of the more than 2
Northwest acres (2.3 acres to be exact).
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2.  Committee voted that the new area should be numbered consistent with
the old, existing area.
3.  Approval of action to procure survey of the northwest section was
given.  The survey should cost no more than $5,000. If the cost is more, a
committee vote will be required.
4.  Future layout of the NW area will be addressed by Barry Anderson
with the idea that the plan will be consistent with the existing area.
b. PQtry
1.  Bobby Mccorrnick noted an objection to the `purgatory' of a waiting
list.
2. 20 years instead of 10 years was discussed for eligibility. Continuous
service requirement was eliminated.
3.  Nulnerous other changes as noted in the working document in progress.
4.  Bobby Mccormick will review factual issues involving the number of
people eligible for intement based on 20 years of service.
5.  See marked up copy of policy for additional notes (see Woodland
Cemetery Policies and Procedures,1991, Adopted by C. U. Board July 12,
1991).
IV.    01dBusiness
a.    O|)eration fund request approved ($10,000).
b.    Chain link fence is down.
c.   Special thanks to Tom Wooten, Barry Anderson, Bill Carson and Tiger
Brotherhood for the planting of 40 trees last April. Second planting is to take
place in January of 2005.
d.   Barry Anderson will contact Dr. Lander to schedule a visit from the State
archaeologist.
e.   A copy of the fundralsing brochure was passed around the group and layout
was discussed as well as gift request level.
f.    Future agenda item -- chapel location.
VI. Adjournment
Minutes submitted by G. Vender Mey, 09-07-04
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Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
Friday, November 5, 2004
Minutes of a Meeting
Location:   Gentry Hall conference Room
Attendees:  Wil Brasington, Gerald Vander Mey, Matt Dunbar (by phone), Bobby Mccormick,





I.  Meeting called to order at 3: 10 p.in.
11.  Minutes from Sept 3rd  meeting approved.
IH.  Coninttee Reports
a.  Fundraising Reoort & Finance
Cash on hand                        $64,800
Gifts & Pledges                    $210,000
Fundraising brochure was reviewed by committee.  Special thanks to Brandt
Gilbert for working behind the scenes to get the publication completed.
b.  Grounds
Plantings are being planned for January.  Two trees are in poor condition are
still standing.
c.  Public Relations
Article on M.K. Littlejohn to be in Clemson World soon.
IV. New Business
EN   LEE
1. Tours : Matt Clemmens is heading up tours of the cemetery and held a
tour recently at homecoming.  Dr. Reel will conduct tour on the moming
of the USC football game .  Starting in February there should be weekly
tours.
V. Old Business
a.   Potty
I.  Wil reviewed changes discussed at last meeting.
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2. 20 years instead of 10 years for eligibility to be assigned a plot
approved by committee.
3.   Assignments point #2 deleted.
4.   Other changes can be seen in final edition of policy.
5.    Committee unanimously approved new policy.
b.    Brochures are to bemailed out soon.
c.    State Archeologist visit still has not been realized.
d.    Non-denominational chapel location is still an issue and should continue to be
on future agendas.
e.    Adriene Gerus is to be invited to discuss Tree Policy
f.    Next Annual Report is due in March of2005.
VI.        Adjournment:5:00
Minutes submitted by G. Vander Mey, 02-20-05
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Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
February 25, 2005
Minutes of a Meeting
Location:   Gentry Hall conference Room
Attendees:  Wil Brasington, Gerald Vander Mey, Matt Dunbar @y phone), Bobby Mccormick,
Tom Wooten.
Guests: B any Anderson
I.  Meeting called to order at 3:00 p.in.
H.  Minutes from November 5, 2004  meeting approved.
in  Committee Reports
A  Fundraising ReDort & Finance
Cash on hand                        $83,000
Gifts & Pledges                    $170,000
Fundralsing brochure to be released March 21.
The fundraising subcommittee has a goal to raise $32,000 cash  by March 21 to be
applied to capital improvements.
8.  Grounds
•     Planting has been accolxplished
•     Bill carson has mulched
•     Some pruningis necessary
•     Campus sweep tree planting discussed and defeITed until next fall
when planting will be most appropriate.
C.  Public Relations
Consider how Dr. Leaders' work is to be communicated to the public.
Rita Bolt Barker is writing the next article on Dr. Poole.
IV. New Business
A.   Burial Site Expansion:  Barry Anderson presented analysis and alternatives
for expansion area and specific designs.  The committee unanimously
approved the scheme with the East/West orientation and the 12' by 12' plots.
Plots are to be assigned as soon as possible.
a.   Policy & Procedures Manual: slated for Board Review in April.
C.   Football Parking: G. Vander Mey to discuss burial plot expansion with
Athletic Dept.
D.   Dr. Leader, State Archeologist's work
Barry Anderson related to the committee the events of Dr. Leaders' visit
on February 18, 2005.  The conclusion of the work is that there is nothing
conclusive that would lead him to believe that there may be grave sites in
the purported "slave burial" area located on the west side of the cemetery.
E.    Phase I capital Improvement project
a.    Commissioning a Survey of the area around the intersection of South
Palmetto Blvd. and Williamson Rd. is being considered.
b.    Construction materials are being considered in light of some potential
donations
c.    The total project is anticipated to cost $115,000.
IV Old Business
A.  Bobby Mccormick is 50% complete with the cemetery plot demand model
8.   The annual update with President Barker is scheduled for April 6, 2005.
V.         Adjoumlnent : 5:00








Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
May 12, 2005
Minutes of a Meeting
Location:  Gentry Hall, 191 Old Greenville.Hwy.




•Jim Hendrix, Matt Dunbar, Don MCKale
BaITy Anderson, Sonya Goodman, Van Hilderbrandt, Mike Davis
Meeting called to order at 3:00 p.in.
H.         rfuutes approved from February 25, 2005 meeting.
Ill.        Committee Reports
A.  Fundraising & Finance  - no reDort
Cash on hand                            no infomation
Gifts & pledges                         no information
New groups are being identified for fund-raising.
8.  Grounds -Tom Wooten
Dr. Wooten identified a need for about 200 small trees.  White Oak, Red and Seariet Oak,
Maples, and Poplars were discussed as well as some for accent.  The pathways in the new
expansion areas are not stable and some cleanup and repair is needed.  The pines on the
south and western slopes are declining.  A plan needs to be considered for re-planting.
Without action the area will turn into clinax woodland -oaks, hickories, etc.
C.  Public Relations
Brian Eyink is producing an article on Dr. Sikes for cemetery chronicles.
IV.       A.  Annual meeting with president Barker
Meeting was held on April 6, 2005 and it was very |]ositive.  He indicated a willingness to
meet with John Fernandez to discuss potential gifts of materials.  Dr. John I.eader's work
was discussed.  President Barker approved the assignment of the western plots that have
been underway as long as a backup plan is in place.
8.  Assienments -Sonya Goodman
C.  EXDansion Site Imi)act on Football Parking
Update information provided to Van Hilderbrand.  Plots are now assigned in the west
cemetery area.  Van acknowledged that paricing cannot be allowed on top of occupied
cemetery plots.  Van expressed an interest in using as many apaces in the area as possible.
The committee agreed that assigned cemetery plots will not be used for parking and that
the assigned areas will be clearly market to avoid confusion.  It is expected that this action
for the up-coming football season will affect approximately 20 spaces.
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D.  Retaining wall      Barry Anderson updated the group on site issues, materials, and
futue issues.
V.         A.  Transfer of cemeterv Records
The committee discussed getting the records in order and having the new Secretary of the
Board of Trustees attend the next few meetings of the Cemetery Stewardship Committee.
VI.         Election of stewardshio committee
A.  Nominatious for committee chairs were considered.  Wfl Brasington's name was put
forward and seconded.  A vote was taken, and the appointment of wil Bransington was
unaninously approved.
8.  Chapel Ideas -  Bobby Mccomick
Bobby urged the colnmittee to consider whether or not a chapel could be located on
cemetery lands.  He will ask Ward Buzzel to contact the Chair in order to place the item on
the next cemetery committee agenda.
Minutes submitted by Gerald Vander Mey, 09-08-05
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THE CLEMSON UNIVHRSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Friday, April 22, 2005 -11:OOAM
The Madren Center Boardroom
Clemson, SC
After notification as required by the Freedom of Information Act, the Chairman
called the meeting to order at 11 roo A.M.  with the following members present: Leon J.
Hendrix, Jr.,p7.e.riczfreg; J. J. Britton, Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr., Bill L. Amick, Thomas
C. Lynch, Jr., Louis 8. Lynn, Patricia H. MCAbee, Leslie G. Mccraw, E. Sngrfh
MCKissick, HI, Thomas 8. MCTeer, Jr., Robert L. Peeler, William C. Smith, Jr., Fletcher
C. Derrick, Jr., W. G. Deschamps, Jr., Harold D. Kingsmore, and Clayton Steadman,
Interim E}rece44ive Slecrefcz7)/.   Trustee Joseph D. Swann joined via teleconference.
ADMINISTRATION PRESENT: President Barker, Dori Helms, Chris Przirembel,
Almeda Jacks, Steve Copeland, Neill Cameron, John Kelly, Terry Don Phillips, Debbie
Jackson, Marvin Carmichael, Lawrence Nichols, Angie Leidinger, and Cathy Sams.
OTHERS PRESENT:  Robin Denny, Brett Dalton, Alan Godfrey, Connie Lee, Webb
Smathers, Alan Grubb, Stuart Wyeth, Michael Mikota, Bruce Yandie, Katy Bayless,
Adam Hammond, Cathy Sturkie, Bryan Simmons, Tom Keinath, Mary Poore, Bobby
Mccormick, Gene Troutman and Donna Winchell.
Item 1.  Atroroval of Minutes
Statement: Chairman Hendrix noted that the minutes of the February 2, 2005 meeting
(Attachment 1) and the Maroh 29, 2005 board teleconference (Attachment 2) had been
ppeviously distributed, and he asked if there were any additious or corrections.
Action:   There being no changes, the minutes of the Fchruary 2, 2005 meeting and the
March 29, 2005 Board teleconference were approved as submitted.
Item 2.  Introductions
Statement:  Chairman Hendrix called the meeting to order at 11 :00 AM and called on
Robin Denny to introduce representatives from the media and other special guests in
attendance.  Ms. Denny introduced Anna Simon of Zlbe G7'tc?e;ei;iJ/e New;s and Staphanie
Tracry o£ The Anderson Independent.
Student Affairs Vice President, Almeda Jacks, introduced the newly elected Student
Government Officers to the Board: Michael Mikota, Graduate Student Body President
and Katy Bayless, Undergraduate Student Body President.
Dr. Steve Wainscott introduced the Honors Students - Finalists and Wirmers (Attachment
3).
The newly  selected Executive  Secretary to the Board,  Chalmers Eugene Troutman Ill,
was  introduced.     M.  Troutman  advised  he  was  looking  forward  to  working  with
everyone and was excited about the opportunity to do so.   Chairman Hendrix welcomed
him to the administration.
Item 3.  Executive and Audit Committee
Statement:  Chaiman Hendrix  reported that the Executive & Audit Committee had met
earlier today. The Committee met our NCAA compliance staff Qebecca Bowman,
Jchnifer Ellison, Jess RIgler and Phil Grayson).  They also heard a report from Rebecca
Bowinan regarding NCAA compliance.  M. Grayson will assume the duties as Associate
AD for Compliance and Ms. Bowman will become the Associate AD for Student
DDevelopment.TheBoardthankedMs.Bowmanforheroutstandingserviceand
contributions to the University as head of athledc compliance.
Item 4.  Educational Poliov Committee
Statementt: Chairman Hendrix called upon Les Mccraw for the report of the Educational
Policy Committee.  M. Mccraw advised that the Educational Policy Committee had
reviewed one action item and two information items.
Action Item:
A.  Business and Behavioral Science Differential 'I\iition and Fees Plan
Statement:  Provost Helms and Interim Dean of Business and Behavioral Science, Bruce
Yandle, reviewed briefly the presentation (Attachment 4) which was presented in greater
detail earlier for both the Educational Policy and Finance and Facilities Committees.
AgfigE: Chairman Mccraw advised that the Educational Poliey Committee passed on its
rrecommendation and deferred motion to approve to the Finance and Facilities
Committee.
The committee also presented the following information items:
Information Items
A.  Faculty Senate Report
Statementent:WebbSmathers,outgoingPresidenttotheFacultySenato,presentedhis
report to the board (Attachment 5).  He reviewed the progress made during his tenure and
thanked Provost Helms for her supporL  He introduced Connie Lee, incoming Faoulty
Senate President.
8.  Admissious ReDort
Statementent:ProvostDoriHelmsreviewedtheadmissiousreporLWearenowreceiving
more applications than ever -more than 13,000 to date; the average SAT score of the
applicants is 1258; of the admitted students, 49% were in the Tap 10% of their high
school class.
Chairman Hendrix thanked both Faculty Senate President Webb Smathers and Provost
DDori Helms for their reports.  He welcomed Connie Lee as the new President of Faculty
Senate.
Item 5.   Finance and Facilities Committee
Statement:  Chairman Hendrix called xpon Bill Smith for the report for the Finance and
Facilities Committee.  I\dr. Smith reviewed the following action items reviewed in the
committee and brought forward for board approval.
Action Items :
A.  woodland Cemeterv Policies and Procedures ProDosed Amendments
Statement:  Dr. Bobby Mccormick presented a brief overview of the proposed changes to
the policies and procedures for Woodland Cemetery.  The existing polices and
procedures date 1991 (Attachment 6) and therefore certain updates were deemed
necessary by the Stewardship Committee. The following amendments were presented:
1.   Change of Service Requirements for Burial Eligibility -change service
requirements for employees from 10 years to 20 years.
2.   Assignment of Duties and Reaponsibilities  -request change of responsibility of
assigning burial plots and maintaining of records for Woodland Cemetery be
moved to the care of the Secretary of the Board.  Further, recommend that the
oversight of on-going preservation and enhancement efforts be assigned to the
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee, so as to coITelate with the official
change given to this group `xpon its creation by President Barker.
3.   Aesthetic Parameters for Woodland Cemetery -Include a number of revisions
that will address common questions regarding burial guidelines and limitations.
Dr. Mccormick answered questions of the committee and asked for approval to amend
the policies and procedures for Woodland Cemetery as indicated and presented above.
Ag!igE:  M. Smith made a motion to approve the proposed amendments.  M. Gressette
seconded and the vote of approval was unanimous.
8.  Declaration of Restrictive Covenants
Statement:   Chairman Smith called upon John Boyette and Mason Ailstock to present a
request for approval for a Declaration of Restrictive Covenants for the CU Intemational
Center for Automotive Researoh in Greenville. This placed restrictive covenants on 0.677
acres of land adjacent to the Information Technology Research Building.  The purpose of
this restriction is the mitigation of certain "wetlands" thatwere destroyed during the
construction of Millennium and Innovation Drives which are the roads constructed
through the site by the City of Greenville.  This property is currently within the 100-year
flood plain and could not be used for building construction in the future.  M. Boyette
then answered questions of the committee. He advised the committee that both CU legal
counsel and attorneys with Nelson Mullins have reviewed the proposed restrictive
covenants.
Ag!ig±:  Chairman Hendrix requested a motion to approve Declaration of Restrictive
Covenants as presented.  M. Smith made a motion for approval, M. Gressette seconded
the motion, and the vote of approval was unanimous.
C.  Graduate Education Center Waiver
Statement:  M. Boyette also presented the proposed Graduate Education Center Waiver
to the committee for approval.  The administration is requesting a waiver from the
Clemson University Board of Trustees for approval of a construction contract in excess
of $250,000 in value for the Carroll A Campbell Jr. Graduate Engineering Center at the
Clemson Uhiversity International Center for Automotive Research.  A similar waiver was
already granted by the Clemson University Board of Trustees on the Information
Technology Research Center.
The Budget and Control Board has approved the Clemson University Procurement Code
for Economic Development Infrastructure. This procurement code applies to the
Graduate Engineering Center state prQject budget. Due to a prcjected fast track project
delivery method, the waiver will allow the Clemson University administration to execute
the numerous contracts within the tight prQject schedule.  M. Boyette requested the
approval of the committee.
Ag±iQ±:  Chairman Hendrix requested a motion to approve the waiver as submitted.    M.
Smith made a motion for approval.  Dr. Britton seconded the motion, and the vote of
a_valwasunanimous.
D.   FY05-06 Meal plan Rate Request
Statement: Chairman Smith called upon John Newton, who presented a request for
increase of the Meal Plan Rate.  M. Newton presented a request for a 2.75% increase for
the FY05ro6 meal plan.  M. Newton explained to the committee that the request was
very reasonable due to the inflationary costs of providing quality food for students,
including food, labor, insurance costs, utility changes, and equipment/facility upgrades.
Action: Chairman Hendrix  requested a motion to approve the request as presented.  M.
Smith made a motion for approval.  Ms. MCAbee seconded the motion, and the vote of
approval was unanimous.
E.  Telecommunications State Lease Number 2560
Statement:  Chairman Hendrix asked Steve Copeland to present the request for approval
for Telecommunications State Lease Number 2560 which would amend and renew the
lease at the Center for Applied Technology in Pendieton, South Carolina (Attachment 7).
The space is occupied only by DCI'IITelecommunicatious at this tine.  The renewal will
be effective July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2006.  Payments are processed through
DCITITelecommunicatious.  Source of funds is revenue from the dapartment's auxiliary
operations.
Ag±iQ!}:  Chairman Hendrix  requested a motion to approve the lease as presented. M.
Smith made a motion for approval. Dr. Britton seconded the motion and the vote of
approval was unanimous.
F.  Lee Hall Accessibilitv Imorovements
Statement:  In addressing Lee Hall's inaccessible levels for wheelchairs or those with
mobility impairments, Steve Cope]and presented a request for construction contract
award approval for including studio space and offices. The new improvements will
remove these bariers by installation of a new elevator and ramp system in the original
portion of Lee Hall.  The apparent low bidder was M. L. Garrett Construction Company
of Greenville, S. C. (Attachment 8). Their price of $485,017 for the base bid and
A.Itemates 2, 3, and 4 was within the funds available for construction.  The corxpany is
currently working on Edwards 2nd Flcor prQject.  Quality of work is excellent and the
pprQject is on schedule.   Mr. Copeland asked for approval of the contract for Lee Hall
Accessibility Improvements as presented.
Ag±iQa:  Chairman Smith asked for a motion of approval.  Bob Peeler made a motion for
approval as presented. Lawrence Gressette seconded the motion and the vote of approval
was unanimous.
G.  Lee Hall Auditoriuin /Room 111` Renovations.
Statements:   Steve Copeland reviewed the requpst for contract approval for Lee Hall
renovations (Attachment 9).  The original auditorium was built during 1973, with no
significant upgrades of mechanical/electrical systems and lighting since that time.   The
project involves complete removal of existing seating and carpeting, and complete
renovation of the entry areas.  Each new seat will be wired for power and data.  The
upgrades will provide aesthetic and functional improvements to the Lee Hall experience.
The architect of record is Mccleskey and Associates Architects, PA of Hilton Head, SC.
This fim was engaged through an hdefinite Delivery Contract.
The apparent low bidder is Zom Company, Inc. of Seneca, South Carolina.  Their price
of $353,777 for the base bid and alternates 1, 2, and 3 is within the funds available for
construction.  M. Copeland asked for approval of the award of contract as presented.
Ag±ig±:  Chairman Hendrix asked for a motion to award the contract as presented.  M.
Smith motioned for approval. M. Peeler seconded the motion and the vote of approval
was unanimous.
H.   Division of Information Technoloev State Lease 2596
Statement:  Steve Copeland presented the request for lease approval (Attachment 10) to
the committee.  The Division of Information Technology has requested approval to renew
their lease at the Eagles Landing in Seneca, South Carolina.  The landlord for this space
is Eagles Landing Management.  The lease period will be September 1, 2005, though
August 31, 2007.  Appropriate cancellation language is included in the lease.  It is
requested that the committee approve the lease for two years.
Ag!igg:   Chairman Hendrix called for a motion of approval.  M. Smith made a motion
for approval.  M. Peeler seconded the motion and the vote of approval was unanimous.
I.  Brooks Center Theatrical Lichting UDarade
Statement:  Chairman Smith called upon Steve Copeland to present the request for
contract award approval for upgrading the lighting for The Brooks Center and the
Bellamy Theatre (Attachment 11).  The contract includes the removal of existing
colnputer controlled lighting and the installation of state-of-the-art lighting, meeting
current codes and standards.   Pace Electric Company, Inc. of Easley, South Carolina was
the low and responsive bidder for $401j)45.  M. Copeland requested approval of the
contract award as presented.
Ag!igE:  Chairman Hendrix asked for a motion to award the contract as presented.  M.
Smith made a motion for approval.  M. Gressette seconded the motion and the vote of
approval was unanimous.
J.  Smith. Bamett and Mauldin Hall Life Safetv Imorovements & Elevator
Statement:  These dormitories were constructed in the mid-1960's. The domitories
currently do not have aprinkler systems.   The elevator will be replaced to meet new
elevator codes.  The old fire alarm systems neither function adequately nor meet current
building codes. The low and reaponsive bidder was Tyler Construction Company of
Columbia, South Carolina, with a bid of $1249,000.  The bid was within the funds
available for construction. Steve Copeland asked the committee to review the
construction contract award information (Attachment 12) and grant approval for the
improvements as indicated.
Ag!ig±:  Chairman Hendrix asked for a motion to award the contract as presented.  M.
Smith made a motion for approval. Dr. Britton seconded the motion.  The vote of
approval was unaninous.
K.  Business and Behavioral Science Differential Tuition Plan
Statement:   Chairman Bill Smith called txpon Dori Helms and Steve Copeland to present
the proposed Business and Behavioral Science Differential Tuition Plan. The proposed
plan (Attachment 4) had been extensively reviewed in the Educational Policy Committee
meeting with the request that the members of the Finance and Facilities Committee be
present as well.  Provost Helms and Bruce Yandle addressed any questions or concerns of
the trustees regarding this concept, new to Clemson University.  Having received
approval of the Educational Policy it was brought forward now for approval by the
Finance and Facilities Committee.  In closing, the Finance & Facilities Committee was
asked to approve the Business and Behavioral Science Differential Tuition Plan and
recommend its adoption by the full Board of Trustees.
Ag±igE:  Chairman Hendrix called for a motion to approve the differential tuition plan as
presented.  I\dr. Smith made a motion to approve the plan as presented.  Mr. Gressette
seconded the motion.  Trustee Bob Peeler objected to the differential tuition, therefore the
vote of approval was not unanimous.
Information Items
Finance and Facilities Committee Chairman Bill Smith advised that they had the
following informational Lxpdates in the committee,
A.  Baruch hstitute
Statement:  John Kelly and Geonge Askew provided brief overview of the Belle W.
Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science.  Clemson University began a
Forest Science program with the formation of the Belle W. Baruch Forest Science
Institute.  The program has grown and research topics have increased in diversity.  With
closer review of funding and budget allocations, they may present an in depth report to
the committee at a future board meeting.
a.  Budgetundate
Statement:  Chairman Hendrix called upon Alan Godfrey to present a budget update for
the committee. M. Godfrey distrfouted his report (Attachment 13) and there were no
qrtyous.
C.  Permanent Imorovement Project UDdate
Statement:  Bob Wells provided a written report to the committee regarding all current
permanent improvement prQjects (Attachment 14) and the status of each prcject.
D.  Classified Staff senate Report
Statement:  Classified Staff Senate President, Ron Addis, provided a written report
(Attachment 15) to the committee.
Chairman Hendrix thanked everyone for their reports, verbal and written.
Item 6.  Student Affairs Committee
Statement:  Chairman Hendrix called on Louis Lynn, Chairman of the Student Affairs
Committee for his report.  Dr. I,ynn advised that the committee had one action item for
the board's consideration.
Action Item
A.  ReanDointment of MuniciDal Jtidges
Statement:  Chairman Lynn introduced Almeda Jacks.  Afrs. fucks introduced Mary Poore
to review the request for reappointment of municipal judges Deborah Culler and Dick
Mattox, also for the reappointment of Ministerial Recorder Teresa Daniel.   hdrs. Poore
advised that these were two-year appointments and requested approval by the board
(Jhahment 16).
Ag!ig±:  Chairman Hendrix asked for a motion of approval.  Dr. Lym motioned for
approval. Mr. Lynch seconded the motion and the vote of approval was unaninious.
Informa€ien Items
Statement:  Dr. Lym advised that they heard reports regarding Tsunami Relief fund-
raising efforts, student affairs international exchanges, and Greek Life Hstory.  They also
reviewed the suinmer reading programs (books were provided for each trustee).  The
chosen book is Jonathan Harr's i4 Ch;# .4cfro#.
Dr. Lynn advised that Presidents Adam Hammond (Uhdergraduate Student Government)
and Stuart Wyeth (Graduate Student Government) would present their reports for the
Board.  Adam Hammond introduced the new Undergraduate Student Government
President, Katy Bayless.  Stuart Wyeth presented the new Graduate Student Government
President, Michael Mikota.
Chairman Hendrix thanked Dr. Lym for the report.  It was suggested that we might like
to have a board meeting in the renovated "Greek Village" once renovations are complete.
Item 7.  Institutional Advancement
Statementt:  Chairman Hendrix called on J. J. Britton, Chairman of the Institutional
Advancement Committee.  The committee did not meet but instead heard an update from
Dr. Britton.  The update highlighted that the Walker Course and The Madren Conference
Center and Inn are doing well.  Alumni participation is at an all-time high and investment
#€fidst„e#:+#fi::=L+i°dedT:f¥pkfr°i¥#BT%::::::iELjesj£#
promise.  The Palmetto Pact is underway and participation is off to a good start. A copy
of a chapter in the anthology "Inside the Minds", authored by President Barker, has been
mailed to all voters in the reputational ranking for U.S. News and World Report's top
public university poll.
Chairman Hendrix thanked Dr. Britton for his `xpdate.
Item8President'sRReoort
Statement: Chairman Hendrix called upon President Barker for his report to the full
board.  President Backer reviewed his latest report card and the remarkable progress the
University is making towards reaching its goal. He touched upon the dramatic increase in
the quality and credentials of faculty hired by Clemson in the past three years. He noted
tthat Clemson will join the Health Sciences South Carolina consortium with USC, MUSC
and several prominent South Carolina hoapital systems. Five graduate programs in the
College of Engineering Sciences have named among the Top 50 in the U.S.  Clemson has
opened an educational `:portal" in Brussels with opportunities for students and faculty to
pursue studies in the capital of the "New Europe". Finally, he commented on the success
-1
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of the Emerging Scholars program for economically and educationally-disadvantaged
students from targeted South Carolina counties.
Chairman Hendrix thanked President Barker for his good report and the progress toward
meeting our goals.
Item 9.  Adioun
Statement: Chairman Hendrix asked for a motion to adjourn as there was no additional
business for discussion.  M. Amick motioned to adjourn and Dr. Lynn seconded.  The
meeting adjourned at 5:00 pin.
Respectfully submitted,
Clayton D. Steadman





Wo odland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
September 8, 2005
Minutes of a Meeting
Location:          Gentry Hall,1910ld Greenville Hwy.






I.            Meeting called to order at 3:15 p.in.
11.          Minutes approved from May 12, 2005 meeting
Ill.        Committee Reports
A.  Fundraising & Finance
Cash on hand
Gifts & pledges
$ 81538 (end of August)
$ 83.950 in Dledges
Total    Si65,488.oo
* not including $35,000 in pledges not yet booked
* total including matches is believed to be approx. $215,000
* a gap exists between what the foundation is showing as pledges and what the
committee believes to be accurate.  Matt and Jim will work with the foundation to
clarify the issue.
* discussion ensued concerning project priorities, materials, and the idea of
installing a sign for the current retaining wall construction project.
8.  Grounds -Wil Brasincton for Tom Wooten
Hedges watered over summer; Knight Cox will order loo scarlet and 100 laurel
oak seedlings for us; and planting will occur in January; Angela Nixon is
completing an article on cemetery archeology for Clemson World.
C. Public Relations
An author may be visiting here to review the cemctery for a possible story.
IV.  Old Business
A.   Status of Retaining Wall
Cost approximately $90,000
Contractor is Matrix Construction




8.  Record KeeDing and Information Manarement
All cemetery information will go to the Secretary of the Board, Mr. Gene
Troutman, by the end of the year.
C.  Chanel hitiative
Ward Buzzel is to be contacted to request from him a proposal for a chapel
site at the cemetery.  Bobby & Matt will follow up with Mr. Buzzel.
V.  New Business
A.  General Discussion on Committee Direction and Objectives
+i   Site visit postponed
\uAdjoun
The next meeting will be held on November 3, 2005 at 3 p.in. in Gentry Hall.




Gentry Hall Conference Room
3:00pm
I.         Welcome and call to order
H.        Approval of Minutes from september 8th Meeting
Ill.       Committee Reports
a)   Fundraising
b)  Grounds
c)   Public Relations
IV.       old Business
a)   Progress Report on Capital Improvement Project -Phase One
V.         New Business
a)   Discussion on West Side plot Assignment -Action Item
b)  Discussion on Giving Opportunities for Woodland Cemetery




Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
Friday, January 13, 2006
Minutes of a Meeting
Location:    Gentry Hall conference Room
Attendees:  Matt Dunbar (by phone), Wil Brasington (presiding), Tom Wooten, Bobby




B any Anders on
I.  Meeting called to order at 3:00 p.in.
11.  Minutes from September 8, 2005  meeting were approved.
Ill.  Committee Reperts
A.  Fundraising Reoort & Finance
Cash on hand                          S130,000
Gifts & Pledges                     $  65,000
It is estimated that there is still another $3.5k not yet booked and not sho\un in the
figures above.
8. Grounds
There is no evidence of the ice storm that took place in December 2005.  The
hedges that we planted in summer 2005 are in good shape.  If there is a
workday, we have access to 200 small oaks.  Some of the pathways are getting
pretty rough, and mulch application during Campus Sweep may address this
issue.  The dumpster by the stadium needs to be screened.  Tom Wcoten will
check on the arrival date of plant material and Barry Anderson will follow-up.
C. Public Relations
There was discussion regarding a book author and Angela Nixon.
IV.  Old Business
A.  Progress ReDort
For a progress report, please see attached email from Barry Anderson, Campus
Lands cap e jfrohitect.
Discussion covered issues of project priorities, cost estimating consulting,




The gates at Williamson Road were discussed extensively.  It was unanimously
agreed that the full gates should be built with the understanding that the trees
framing the courtyard be installed in conjunction with them.
V. New Business
A.  Proposal
See Woodland Cemetery -West Side -Use Proposal dated October 6, 2005
(attached).  This proposal is accepted except for the words "of presidents and
Trustees."  These words are hereby stricken.
8.   Giving oDoortunities
We welcome and invite donors to provide specific components with the
understanding that they will receive subdued and limited recognition on the site.
Minutes submitted by G. Vander Mey, 02-17-06
FROM:   Barry Anderson
TO:   Wil  Brasington
Re:   Cemetery Enhancement Project - Phase One
(,
In the interest of getting the best price possible for construction, I recommend
once construction drawings are developed for the cemetery gates, that a
professional cost estimator take an independent assessment of the cost to
complete the full scope of work,   This estimate will serve the committee in
making  necessary scope reduction  decisions if the estimat:e exceeds the budget.
Also, the estimate will  aid in  price negotiations if the contractor's prices are
higher than estimated.   Gerald  believes that an open  bid process may not yield
the best results because the size of the pro].ect is not attractive to many builders.
Given the current state of the construction market, contractors are not interested
in bidding small projects like the cemetery gates because of the low profit
margin,   This is compounded  by the fact that the there is plenty of work
elsewhere to pursue with greater profitability.   We need to spend additional time
negotiating  lower prices which  you'll  see  included  in the outline  below.
With that said, these are the steps that the project should take with estimated
time periods...
1)   Complete construction documents   (6-8 weeks)
2)   Consult professional est:imator (2-3 weeks)
3)   Meet with IDC (Indefinite  Delivery Contract) contractor/s to submit price
proposals & negotiations   (5 weeks)
4)   Award  bid and Mobilize (4-6 weeks)
5)   Construction  Period   (12 weeks)
Maximum  22  weeks to  initiat:e const:ruction  (month  of June)
Complete project:  12 weeks +  2 weeks inclement weather (mid-September)


.             8:°t::Learn6d, goeom5etfr];{L_F¥est side _Use proposal
The west side of woodland Cemetery has been tested several time for the graves of
the unknowns.  To date no evidence of burials have been discovered.  At the
directive of President Barker  the west side was released for use,  if `ve developed a
contingency plan in the event an old burial site `vas discovered during a new burial.
I `vould like to suggest the following:
I.   The first two ro`vs of the west side be reserved for future burials of
Presidents and Trustees.  Every other plot be left vacate as a contingency on
this site.  However these two ro`vs have not only been scanned but also `vere
totally dug by tlie archeologist.  Therefore this area appears to be clean.
2.    The balance of the west side be treated as cremation only sites.  This would
allow plenty of space if a grave needed to be relocated, plus cremation burials
are very shallow.  In addition to cremation sites I would recommend that
existing tree sites be removed from consideration and additional tree sites be
incorporated prior to assigning plots in that area.  A pathwa.y may also want
to be considered to link the old cemetery with the new expanded area on the
NW side.  I would leave plots the current size to allow for movement within
the plot and so headstones would not clutter the area (which would happen if
`ye subdivided these plots)
I suggest this for two reasons.. first,  it takes cai.e of the problem of hitting old
burials as it allows for movement within a plot and second,  cremations are
becoming ever more popular (especially with the high cost of normal burials).   On
the ne`yly expanded side we already have assigned 5 cremations based on request.
In the old cemetery almost all the cremations sites we created are taken.
(,
.         ..       L.
i   Woodland cemetery stewardship committee




Minutes of a Conference Call Meeting
Location:          Gentry Hall,19101d Greenville Hwy.




Don MCKale, Tom Wooten, Gene Troutman
Bany Anderson
I.           Conference call meeting called to order at 8:30 a.in.
11.          Donor Reco gnition
A.  Recognition is to be subtle, minimal, and subdued in nature.
8.  Recognition should t)e reserved forjust a few places.
C.  $25k - $50 k should be a minimum level at which donor recognition is engaged.
D.  Need to determine the size and character of the proposed plaques if they are done in a
rough-heun manner.
E.  Prefer engraved letters over etching for longer life and increased durability.
F.  The plaque finish should fit the character of the cemetery (not polished).
G.  All donor recognition to require final approval by the committee prior to coinpleting
any gift agreement.
H.  Donor recognition to be approved by committee & donor with understanding that
committee reserves the right to refuse specs at any time -
text, character, placement, size. Etc.
I.  A minimal level of $30k will initiate discussion and a maximum of 5-6 plaques per
donor will be considered in the style indicated by Barry Anderson's drawings dated
March 16, 2006.
J.  Collective recognition of cemetery donors will be provided for and called "Cemetery
Benefactors."  Past Benefactors will also be recognized.
K.  Motion made and accepted.
:..-i-:--_-_::`_J-i-,.
Minutes compiled by G. Vander Mey and 8. Anderson
\jfao#m'e::ry¥w:
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oodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee Minutes of a Conference Call Meeting
Location:  Gentry Hall,1910ld Greenville Hwy.
Attendees:  Wil Brasington, presiding, Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Jim Hendrixfierald Vander
`_---:Absent:
Mey
Jim Hendrix, Don MCKale
Guests :              B arry Anderson
I.           Meeting called to order at 8:30 a.in. /
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;/Wil Brasington,  12:03 PM 3/29/2006,  Fwd: WCSC Teleconference Notes
•..S
To:  '.Wil Brasington'. <wilbrasington@hotmailcgfh>
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X-Sieve:  CMU  Sieve 2.2
X-Sender:  bdandrs@mai`. clemson. edu
X-Mailer:  QUALCOMM  Windows  Eudora  Version  6.0.0.22
Date:  Tue,  28  Mar 200612:53:30  -0500
To:  vgerald@CLEMSON.EDU
From:  Barry Anderson  <bdandrs@CLEMSON.EDU>
Subject:  WCSC Teleconference  Notes
X-Spain-Level:
Attendees:  Wi`,  Bobby,  Matt,  Jim,  Geraid
Guest:  Sonya,  Barry
1.  Meeting  called  to  order  @  8:30am
2.  Donor  Recognition
• Recognition  to  be subdued in  appearance.
• Fewer  rather than  more is desirable  (jim).
• Min.  $30k  gift  to justify individua` rec.ognition  (Bob)
• Do not  recognize  1.ndi.vi.dual trees  -  too many plaques.    Groups,  rows only.
• Plaque finishes to fi.t character of cemetery -  polished appearance  not desirable.
Printed for Gerald Vander Mey  <vgerald@clemson.edu>
I Brasington,12:03 PM 3/29/2006,  Fwd: WCSC Teleconference Notes
Prefer engraved  letters over etching for  longer  life and increased  durability  (Bob)
• A`l donor  recognition  requires fl.nal approval by Committee pri.or  to completing  any
gift agreement.
• Collecti.ve  recognition of cemetery donors wi.ll be  provided and  called  "Cemetery
Benefactors".    Past  benefactors will also  be  recogni.zed.
• gift opportuniti.es will have donor  recognl.tion  as  indicated  by the drawl.ngs  provided
by Barry Anderson  dated March  16,  2006.
• Motion  made and  accepted.
Gerald Vander Mey
Director,  Campus  Planning  Servi.ces
Gentry  Hall
Clemson  University
ph.  864-656-5191  fax  864-656-0167
Printed for Gerald Vander Mey <vgerald@clemson.edu>
(a
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
May 2, 2006
Minutes of a Conference Call Meeting
Location:          Gentry Hall,1910ld Greenville Hwy.
Attendees:        Wil Brasington, presiding, Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Gene Troutman, Gerald
Vander Mey                                                                                                     i
Absent:
Guests:
Jim Hendrix, Don MCKale, Tom Wooten
Barry Anderson, Brent Sauls, Will Hiott
I.           Conference call meeting called to order at I p.in.
||.         National Registry
A.  Matt Dunbar introduced the role of nomination/acceptance to the National Registry
8.  There seems to be an alignment between the committee's philosophy and the
expectations of the National Registry.







H.  The committee will make a decision within the next week as to whether or not to
pursue a National Regi stry Nomination.
Ill.      Update on Improvements
A.  Williamson Road improvement & realignments are scheduled for the next 2 -3 weeks
8.  Staging will take place on the cemetery site, south of entry
C.  Discussion followed
D.  Gate Drawings
1.  sketches -tops of comers of gates are identical
2.  cost estimate was reviewed
IV.      Updateonchapel
A.  Columbarium idea to fund a chapel on site




Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
May 2, 2006
eetin8
Location:          Gentry Hall,1910ld Greenville Hwy.











to order at I p.in.
A.  There seems to be a fit between the National Registry and the Woodland Cemetery.
8.  Update on improvements.
C.  Update on Parking
D.  Update on Chapel.
Ill.      National Registry
A.  Matt Dunbar introduced the role of nomination/acceptance to the National Registry
8.  There seems to be an alignment between the committee's philosophy and the
expectations of the National Registry.
C. . The listing is honorific.




H.  The committee will make a decision within the next week as to whether or not to
pursue a National Registry Nomination.
IV.      Update on Improvements
A.  Williamson Road improvement & realignments are scheduled for the next 2 -3 weeks
8.  Staging will take place on the cemetery site, south of entry
C.  Discussion followed
D.  Gate Drawings
1.  sketches -tops of corners of gates are identical





fund a chapel on site.
(a
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Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
June 12, 2006
Minutes of a Conference Call  Meeting
Location: Gentry Hall,1910ld Greenville Hwy.




Jim Hendrix, Don MCKale, Tom Wooten
Barry Anderson, Sonya .Goodman
Gates at Williamson Road
There was general discussion about 'the scope of the walls project.  Details were also
reviewed.  T.he consensus was that the work, as designed, is appropriate and should imove
ahead.
11.        Historic District
A vote was takch .to decide wlie'ther or ,nort to pursue nomination to the National
Historic Places.  T-he majority vote was no.
Minutes submitted by G. Vander Mey
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
June 12, 2006                                                                                             ;             u                        ^
Location:          Gentry Hall,1910ld Greenville Hwy.
Attendees:        Wil Brasington, presiding, Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Gerald vander Mey
Absent:            Jin Hendrix, Don MCKale, Tom wooten
Guests:             Bany Anderson, Sonya Goodman
I.           Gates at williamson Road
There was general discussion about the scope of the walls project.  Details were also
reviewed.  The consensus was that the work, as designed, is appropriate and should move
ahead.
11.         Historic District
A vote was taken to decide whether or not to pursue nomination to the National Registry of
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Attending:   Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Jim Hendrix, Don MCKale. Tom Woolen, Wil Brasington
presiding.
Guest: Bany Anderson
I.     Meeting called to order at3:00 PM
2.     Reports
a.     Finance
i.    None
b.     Grounds
i.    It was mentioned that there are a number of unhealthy trees near the main
entrance - including a few dead pines.  Landscape Services would be cohiacted
to have the trees removed at the appropriate time.
ii.    It was also noted that many plot markers in the new expansion area are missing,
making it difficult to locate the new plots.
iii.    The Calhoun tomb markers have been recovered and in the possession of
Landscape Services.  These original markers should be reinstalled and the newer
replacement markers placed in storage or returned to the donors.
c.      Public Relations
i.    Matt Dunbar indicated that perhaps the names of cemetery supporters should be
listed in Clemson World for recognition in lieu of a plaque listing specific
names.
ii.    Gates need a special plaque stone that reads somewhat like "Thank you to the
Friends of the cemetery".  Barry will provide optional wording to consider.
iii.    Consider having a drop-in for benefactor's and families of assigned plot's.
possibly in conjunction with the spring game.
iv.    A thank you letter needs to be written to John Femandez (stone supplier) for his
support dndng the construction of the cemetery gates.  This should be sent soon
after the completion of construction.
3.     0ldBusiness
a.     None
4.     NewBusiness
a.     Plot assignment procedures were reviewed.  Place * next to president and Trustee -
include footnote reading: 20 year service 4g! required.
b.     Jeannette Braine-Sperry is now assisting with administration of cemetery.
c.     Don MCKale indicated that he was resigning from committee.  The committee recognized
his dedication to the committee and thanked him for his invaluable service.   He will be
missed.
d.     Committee will reconvene via teleconference in 6 to 8 weeks.
5.     Meeting Adjourned 5:00
Apart from the meeting, but noteworthy,
•       Itwas agreedvia email the donor recognition plaque would read as follows:
Made Possible by the Support of Friends of the Cemetery
I      John Femandez donated the donorrecognition plaque stone that is set in the south gate.
a Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
Winter, 2006
Minutes of Meeting
Attending:  Bobby Mccomick, Matt Dunbar, Jim Hendrix, Wil Brasington, Gerald Vander Mey.
Guest: Bany Anderson
1.     Meeting called to order
2.     Reports
a.     Finance
i.     Balance is $222,000: $123,000 in the bank, 43,000 in pledges and
approximately $64,000 expended to date.
b.     Grounds
i.    Wil updated the group on the construction of the gates.
ii.    Wil updated the group about Parking Services and the discussion about starting
the restructuring of the entry drive.
a.     Public Relations
i.    Noreport
3.     0ldBusiness
a.     Bobby has provided sl,000 to rewardthe person who found the stolen grave maker and
helped to refum it.
4.     NewBusiness
a.     Football: committee feels that football parking south of the main entry should remail as
long as possible if it does no damage to the landscape
b.     A barrier should be installed on the northwest comer of the cemetery that is dignified and
appropriate for a separation between football/tailgating areas and the internment areas.
a.     A Donor Recognition/Fund Raising Event  was discussed that may take place in April at
the Presidents Box.
d.     Update on plot assignments: of the  115 new plots, approximately 50% have now been
assigned.  Discussion followed that we may need to think about future expansion areas.
5,     Meeting Adjourned 5:00
AGENDA
W°°d]andACuegmu::e)¥,§toeow7a#eseht;:gcommittee
Gentry Hall Conference Room
4:00pm
I.          Welcome and call to order
11.         Football parking Boundaries and Limitations
a)   Press BoxRoad
b)  Lot 7fflntry Court to Cemetery
Ill.       Annual Review ofplot Assignments
IV.       CommitteeReports
a)   Fundraising
i.   Administrative council Request
b)   Grounds
i.   Erosion concerns in NW Expansion Area
ii.   Annual operating Funds
c)   Publie Relations
i.   November clemson world submission
V.         old Business
a)   Chapel project update
VI.       New Business
a)   Election of council chair
VII.     Adjourn
®
a                                                                  August I, 2007
Minutes of Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
endees: Wil Brasington, Gerald Vander Mey, Bobby Mccorlnick (via phone)
Guests:  Van Hildebrandt, Drew I,and, Jason Wilson, Barry Anderson, Jennette Braine-Sperry
1 .  Call to Order - Wil Brasington
2.  Football Parking Boundaries & Limitations
a.  Press Box Road
i. Discussion of recent internment and the parking that is displaced.
ii. Altematives were discussed.
iii. It was decided that parking would transition out of the cemetery as areas are
opened up.
iv. The area immediately surounding plot 442 will be off limits to parking
starting immediately with the remaining area available for parking for this fall
football season.
v. Lot 7Alntry Court - The radii were checked with emergency services and are
okay.
3.  Annual Review of plot Assignments
a.  Wil asked that we have an annual review of plot assignments.
b.  Jennette reported that assignments are going smoothly.
c.  Coinlnittee discussed process of assignments and the difficulties associated with
0notifications of internments.d.  Better information needs to be provided through a website and through direct contact
with funeral homes,
4.  Committee Reports
a.  Fund Raising
b.  Administrative Council
i.  AC supported the request made in the June 21St memo from Wil Brasington to
Neil Cameron.
ii. Bobby Mccomick committed to raising the funds for the landscape planting of
the new entry court.
c.  Grounds
i.  Erosion Control update
ii.  Admin Council -Wil to give Marvin Carmichael an annual update with a
request for more operational funds.
d.  Public Relations
i.  Next Cemetery Chronicles to come out with the possibility of two (2) articles in
Clemson World.
5.   Old Business
a.  Chapel Project -Wil Brasington discussed with Ward Buzzell the Chapel project.  He noted that the
cemetery is not the #1 choice for a location for it.
New Business - Election fabled.
7.  Meeting Adjourned.
AGENDA
wood,anFdef:e#5thS,tLToo#t:ptinf:mm[ttee
Gentry Hall Conference Room
2,00pm
I.          Welcome and call to order
11.         Update on Enhancement project
Ill.       Woodland cemeterypolicy Issues
i.   Enclosures and walls
ii.   Assignment ofFamily plots
IV.       CommitteeReports
V.         Old Business
VI.       New Business
i.   Request for Additional survey work
ii.   Informational Update on Gettys Preservation Report
iii.   Election of committee chair
VII.     Adjourn
€
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Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
February, 2008
Minutes of Meeting
Attending:  Bobby Mccormick, Matt Dunbar, Jim Hendrix, Wil Brasington, Gerald Vander Mey.
Guest: Barry Anderson
1.     Meeting called to order, minutes were approved as amended.
2.     Reports
a.     Finance
i.    Noreport.
b.     Grounds
i.    Noreport.
c.     Public Relations
i.    The next submission to Clemson World will be on Dr. Godley.  The committee
also discussed a promotional project involving the development of a portfolio of
Chronicle articles.
3.     0ldBusiness
a.     Update on enhancement project & funding
i.    Bany Anderson provided a status report regarding project expenditures.  A
discussion of accounts and balances ensued:
I.     $73,000 has been expended and the payment source is to be discovered.
2.     The committee will exhaust the bridge load before any foundation
monies are expended or returned to cover the bridge loan.
3.     Privately raised monies will be retained and invested to cover future
cemetery expenses.
4.     NewBusiness
a.     Request for additional survey work -the chair is to request s12,000 fi.om the
Administration to §takeout and mark the new plots that are needed.
b.     Bobby requested additional information about the Getty Grant that is surveying historic
resources.
c.     Enclosures and walls: it is the sense of the committee that the policy regarding
enclosures and walls in the cemetery is clear and confirmed, but Barry Anderson will
provide additional information to the committee for review and recommendation prior to
April i.
d.     Family assignments: the policy is clear and confirmed.
e.     Election of committee chair
i.    A motion was made to name Wil Brasington as the next chair of the Woodland
Cemetery Stewardship Committee.  The motion was seconded.  There being no
questions or comments, the motion was put to a vote.   The Committee approved
the motion unanimously.







Gentry Hall Conference Room
2:30pm
I.         Welcome and call to order
11.        Update on Enhancement project
in.       OperationalNeeds andFunding sources
IV.       Surveys &PlotMarkers
i.  NW Expansion Area
ii. Calhoun Plot
V.        Prince plot
VI.      Dissemination ofpolicies to plot Holders ||\alfr
VII.     Review ofFY'08 Plot Assignments
VIII.   Review ofplot Inventory
IX.       old Business/New Business










Thursday, August 21st, Sally and  I  met with Gene Callaghan,the facilities person who flags gravesites when a  plot is ready
for a  burial. This came about because an individual who has had a plot for around ten years decided to check out the site
and found the small oak tree on the site had grown into a  large tree, which did  not permit full  burial.  It can now only be
used for a cremation site.
Because of this,I  requested through  Mike Smith, in Clemson facilities, to check 4 sites to make sure we did  not run into
the same  problem. With this request being handled, it was discovered that there is a section of the cemetery, where our
office has been  issuing plots, that has no corner pins for proper plot delineation.
Gene Callaghan told  me facilities would  need to go to the Stewardship Committee for approval to have the "unpinned"
plots surveyed.   At that point I said to Gene that  I  believed that action would  require Board approval.  (This may or may
not need to be an  agenda  item for Fall Quarterly but we can clarify at next Monday's meeting.)
As you and  I  briefly discussed,  money becomes an  issue for this work to be done.   (Wil mentioned there is some money
available for some work.) I also sent an email to Wil  Brasington about  the Stewardship Committee's official duties and
responsibilites.  He emailed that the committee established some working guidelines that have never been approved  by
anyone.  I asked that he forward those to our office.  (I  have  not received yet,  but will follow up with Wil.)
EI_
Following is some additional information and  recommendations:
1.     Because coping is not allowed, families are installing corner markers that appear to be improperly set.  Instead of
being set inside corner pins of the gravesite,  they are being set over the pins or are  removing corner pins and
putting in the corner markers. -To date,I  have found  nothing that permits corner markers to be installed. This
should  probably be reviewed  by the Stewardship Committee and a  recommendation  brought forward to the
Board  to  be  included  in  policy.
2.     It appears that there may be gravesites that have  had coping installed after the  policy was changed to not allow
this.  (There is no way, at this time, to supervise what takes place unless the cemetery was "locked down"  or
someone from facilities would  happen to see work taking place in the cemetery and could  let the appropriate
people  know.)
3.     Even though this is considered  a  natural,  rustic setting, there need to  be some clear guidelines/information
provided to facilities on what small saplings can  be removed, if any.
4.    With the hardwood trees that are maturing within some of the plots, there needs to be a review to determine
how plots are marked .... cremation or full  burial. To date that has been done on a  plot by plot basis.
5.     In some old  notes I  reviewed, there  is a suggestion that a certain number of plots be saved for future  presidents
and trustees.
I think the Stewardship Committee  Meeting will  be  helpful to discuss and  probably clarify what direction  needs to  be
taken on some of the above.
Jeannette
® Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
September 15, 2008
Minutes of Meeting
Attending:  Matt Dunbar, Jim Hendrix, Wil Brasington, Gerald Vander Mey, Jeannette Braine Sperry,
AngieI.eidinger
1.     Meeting calledto order.
2.     Update on Enhancement project
a.     $25,000 balance remaining in Enhancement project account. Encumbered amount over
and above the $25,000 is $12,000 for expansion area surveying.
3.     Operational Needs & Funding sources
a.     Additional funding is needed to handle ongoing needs such as erosion control,
archeology, etc.
b.     Discussion ensued regarding plot assignments, potential plot reassignments, demand for
plots, and the need to maintain proper lists.  Work needs to be done to discover how
many existing plots that are assigned could be reassigned due to internments of assignees
as different locations.
c.     Angie Leidinger agreed that requests for finding should come through her office.
4.     Surveying &PlotMal.kers
a.     Discussion ensued regarding comer markers, comer pins, coping, design guidelines, and
policy review.
b.     Calhoun plot discussed.  The area to the west of the calhoun plot and the past discussion
to keep this area for use as cremation plots.
5.     Princeplot.
a.     Discuss the obligation for plot improvements.  It was determined that it is most
appropriate for the plot holder (assignee) to pay for any costs associated with plot
improvements of any kind.
6.     Dissemination of cemetery policy to plot holders
a.     Topictabled
7.     2008 plotAssignments
a.     Seven plots were assigned in 2008 (with two of them being cremations).
b.     An inventory of assigned but not occupied plots will be headed up by VII Brasington.
c.     An assessment of yield of total plots in the Northwest area will be headed up by wil
Brasington.
8.     Review of plot inventory-see above.
9.     01dBusiness
a.     The $80,000 advance from Administrative counsel will be a subject for the fund raising
subcommittee to deal with.
b.     Membership
i.    Several positions on the committee are vacant, including:
1.    'IheNanes committee chair
2.     Distinguished Alumni chair
ii.   wii i.rasEP;:jna]w#d£E:£e¥¥e#ta7d£Fi6£ifEEgELA±ggb`ership
c.     Cemetery chronicles
i.    Clemson World i§ going through a redesign.  Regular articles are coming to a
close, but willprovide information to Liz Newall as it is requested.  An article
on history will probably remain the magazine.
AGENDA
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
May 18th, 2009 Meeting
Gentry Hall Conference Room
2:00pm
I.          Welcome and call to oI.der
11.        Committee composition update
Ill.       Review of cemetery policies and procedures
IV.       Physical Assessment ofBurials vs. Assignments
V.        Financial up d ate
VI.       Groundsupdates
i.   Surveying and cornet. Markings
ii.   Landscaping
VII.     OtherBusiness
i.   Edwal.ds Family plot
ii.   Nominations for committee chair






Woodland Cemetery Stewal.dship Committee
apriLezth, 2 0 0g Meeting.
Gentry Hall Conference Room
2:00pm
I.          Welcome and call to order
11.         Committee composition update
Ill.       Review of cemetery policies and procedures
IV.       Plrysical Assessment ofBurials vs. Assignments
V.        Financial up date
VI.       Groundsu|)dates
i.   Surveying and corner Markings
ii.   Landscaping
VII.      OtherBusiness
i.   Nominations for committee chair
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1.     Meetingcalltoorder
a.     Convened  at2:15pm
2.     Approval ofMin.utes
a.     September 15, 20.08 Minutes distributed and approved
b.     May 18,  2009 minutes distributed and `approved
3.     Review of policies'and procedures
a.     Wil requested recommendations to policies from the committee.
i.     Eligibility 2. -Extract the following wording and  make a stand-alone statement:
``Assigned  plots may not be reassigned by the employee or the employee's
spouse.  Assigned  plots will revert back to the  University if not used for burial of
the employee or the employee's spouse."
ii.     Eligibility 4. Second sentence-Strike the words "two terms".  Also,  remove
parenthesis from "eight years".
lil.     Eligibility 5. Second sentence-Strike the words "and his/her spouse only".
iv.     Eligibility 5.-Add thefollowingsentences atthe end:   "Onlythis person may
reserve a plot; a  person's spouse is eligible only if the person reserves space for
the spouse.  Assigned plots will revert back to the University if not used for
burial of the  person or the person's spouse."
v.     Duties 2.-Strike thewords `'overany proposed action".
vi.    Aesthetics -lt was noted that this section should be rearranged to group
permitted acts and  prohibited acts.  This is an effort to ease legibility only.
vii.    Aesthetics 6. -Add the following statement to the end of the sentence: "and
must be contained within the plot boundaries".
viii.     Aesthetics 7. -Strike the following word: `'improvements" and  replace with
``alteration".
ix.    Aesthetics 7. -Strike the following words:  "of the cemetery environs" and
replace with "and the long-term  master plan and should  reserve approval by the
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee".
b.    There was a general discussion of the following topics.  These items were left open-
ended for additional follow-up:
i.      cemetery policy inquiries
ii.     physical  installation  review processes





c.     Barry Anderson provided a recommended list ofgroundcovers that the committee
approved.  See attached document.
4.     Reviewed  Inventory
5.     Finance
a.     Foundation Account-$49, 700.00
b.     Wil stated that he was aware of approx. $47,000.00 in Facilities account left over from
enhancement project.
c.     Ben sill  madethe motionto approve$8000.00forplantingthe main entrance area with
a  not to exceed amount of $9000.00.   Motion  passed  unanimously.
d.    There was discussion  regarding what was the appropriate level of funds needed for a
reserve account.
6.    Groundsupdate
a.     Mulch  Mart provided 50% materials needed to mulch the entrance.
b.     Contact information will be sent to committee to write thank you letters.
c.     Committee to offertax credit information to vendor.
7.     Chair& Secretary Nominations
a.     Matt Dunbar was nominated and confirmed to serve as secretary to the committee.
b.     Wil  Brasington graciously accepted a  nomination to serve as chairto the committee.
c.     Thesetermswill expire in two years.




Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
December 14, 2009 Meeting
Gentry Hall Conference Room
2:00pm
I.          Welcome and call to order
11.         Review of Recently Approved policy Revisions
Ill.       Update from secretary to BOT office
IV.       Alumni Association "Afflnity programs" Committee Initiative
V.         Financial update
i.   Bridge Loan
VI.       Groundsupdates
i.   Capacity study
VII.      Other Business
VIII.    Adjourn
I
Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
Meeting Minutes -December 14, 2009
I.     Welcome and callto order
a.     Chairman Brasington calledthe meetingto orderat2:01PM
b.     Members attending included Wil  Brasington, Matt Dunbar, Jim  Hendrix,  Milt Lowder,
and Jeanette  Braine-Sperry.    Sally Gillespie attended as a guest of Ms.  Braine-Sperry
11.    Review and Approval of Minutes
a.     Minutes from the August 17, 2009 meeting were approved without amendment
Ill.   Review of Recently Approved Policy Revisions
a.    Wil reported thLat the Board of Trustees approved the Committee's proposed revisions
to t,he Cemetery Policies and Procedures at their October 16 meeting.   The Board
expressed its appreciation for the Committee's efforts.
b.    Jeanette reported that revised Policies and Procedures document has been posted on
university's. website and filed  in the office of the Secretary to the Board of Trustees.
IV.   update from Secretary to the Board of Trustees
a.     Jeanette introduced Sally Gillespie, who works in the office of the Secretary to the Board
of Trus.tees.   Jeanette and Sally reported their findings from several  months of research
into the plot inventory in the Cemetery.
b.    Among the highlights of their research were the following:
i.     No monieswere spenton  research
ii.     Purpose wasto determine status of590 burial plots
iii.    Cemetery is currently 65% capacity utilized
iv.    459 people buried inthe cemetery
v.     188 assigned  plots with no burials, some in oldersection
vi.168 full  plots available, 40 cremation plots available
vii.     Family plots are 20x20, which could  hold 8-10 burials, but most only have 2
viii.     Of 158 family sized  plots, only 13 have at least 5 burials
ix.     Efforts are  underway to determine if those plots intend to  be used  by families
x.    Over the past 4 years, plots have been assigned at a rate of 7.25 plots per year
(3 full  burial  plots and 4.25 cremation  plots)
c.     Based on their findings, Jeanette and sally recommend the following:
i.     Have Cemetery surveyed for trees that would  impede use of full  burial  plots
ii.     Consider converting some exiting full plots to cremation plots
iii.    Work to contact families of unutilized  plots to determine if plots should  revert
to university -and Committee should determine what to do with those plots
iv.    Create an inventory of policyviolations for monitoring and  response
¢
d.    Thecommitteediscussed the report and agreed on the following Action Items:
i."   Review and consider recommendations at next meeting
ii.    Retrieve Drevious tree inventorv studv and Provide coov to Jeanette
iii.    Follow`uo with Alumni Association regarding access to obituarv service
iv.     EXDlore idea Of Clemson Cemeterv Wiki with aDi]roDriate academic departments
43{.   Ar_r  `,                 v.     EXD[ore idea ofvirtual tourwith visitor's center
e.    The Committee\^;ishes the minutes to reflect its great appreciation to Jeanette and Sally
for their outstanding efforts in conducting this much-needed research and for their
ongoing dedication and support of the preservation and enhancement of the Cemetery.
V.    Alumni Association "Affinity Programs" Committee Initiative
a.     Matt provided an information item that the Alumni council Affinity programs
Committee is in the early stages of exploring the idea of an alumni cemetery
somewhere on campus (not on the Woodland Cemetery site)
VI.   Financial Update
a.    The Committee has an outstanding balance of $80K on the bridge loan extended by
Administrative Council  in 2007
b.    The Cemetery facilities account, which had a  recent balance of $47K, has been re-
absorbed into the general university facilities budget
c.     The committee views this absorption as a payment against the balance of the $80K
bridge loan.  Wil agreed to confirm this understanding with the office Of the CFO
d.    The Cemetery foundation account has a current balance of $295K balance after recent
payments of $19K for bills from latest enhancement project and $1K for mulch
e.     \^/il will check with the  Foundation to determine balances on outstandirre Pledges and
will  review the resi3ousible Parties and costs for the Cemeterv's operational  budget
€
VIl. Grounds Updates
a.     The Committee tabled discussion on whether there would  be any value in conducting a
capacity study of the overall Cemetery footprint to determine overall plot capacity
VIll.        Other Business
a.     Dr. Sill isstepping down aschairman of the Namingcommittee, therebyvacating his
seat on the Cemetery Committee.   A successor is yet to be named
b.    The Committee seat forthe Alumni Distinguished  Professor representative is not likely
to be filled  in the  near term
c.     The Committee agreed it should leverage the data generated bvJeanette and Saliv to
send an uodate and solicitation to  Diet owners and their families in 2010
d.    Jeanette noted that the Cemetery records need to be digitized, and the Committee
agreed to helD find student volunteers to assist with the effort
e.    Jeanette noted a need for additional contacts for continued research into history of
Cemetery, and Wil agreed to ask Dr. Reel to include Cemeterv related auestious in his
interviews with emeritus facultv in the coming vear.
f.     The committee plansto meet nextin April of2010
lx.   Adjournment





Woodland Cemetery Stewal.dship Committee
April 27, 2010 Meeting
Gentry Hall Conference Room
1:00pm
I.          Welcome and call to order
11.         Sp ecial presentations
i.   Nick crossland -Idea for cemetery
ii.   Helen Adams of visitor's Center -Virtual Tours
Ill.      Update from secretary to ROT 0fflce
IV.       Fin ancial Review
i.   Account Balances
ii.   Bridge Loan Repayment
V.         Old Business
i.   Recommendations and Action on Recent Plot Research
1.   December l4th, 2009 Minutes -Item Iv.c.
ii.   Capacity study of ovel.all cemetery Footprint
iii.   Correspondence with plot Holders
VI.       New Business
VII.     Next Meeting -Tuesday, August 24, 2010
VIII.    Adjourn
a Woodland Cemetery Stewardship Committee
Meeting Minutes -April 27, 2010
I.     Welcomeandcalltoorder
A.    Chairman  Brasington called the meeting to order at 1:06PM
8.     Members attending included Wil Brasington,  Matt Dunbar, Jim  Hendrix, and  Milt
Lowder.    Guests included Helen Adams,  Barry Andersohrand Nick Crossland.
11.    Review and Approval of Minutes
A.    Minutes from theiDecember 19, 2009 meeting were approved without amendment.
Ill.   Special  Presentations,
A.    Cemeterv visitor lfog
Nick Crossland, a graduating.senior, reported to the committee that an unofficial visitors
log has been established on the grounds of the Cemetery, dating back at least as far as
April of 2008. The-log is a series of small  notebooks contained in a red file box
sometimes found in the Calhoun plot, and other times in other parts of the Cemetery.
Action  Item:  \Ml agreed to inquire with  Elaine Richardson of the CU101 classes as to the
'    potential origins of the log as a class project.
Action Item:  The Committee agreed to monitor the use Of the log for future
consideration of making a permanent structure to house the notebooks.
8.    CamousvlrtualTours
Helen Adams gave the Committee a status report on the newly developed Campus
virtual Tour.   The Tour was developed as an application for the iphone as a Creative
Inquiry class under professor Roy Pargas at a total de\/elopment cost was $3700.   The
Committee commended Helen on the outstanding application and agreed to explore the
possibilities for creating a similar application dedicated to the Cemetery.
Action  Item:  Wil agreed to follow up with  Helen and  Dr. Pargas regarding a potential
Creative Inquiry project to develop a virtual Tour for the Cemetery.
IV.  Update from Secretary to the Board Of Trustees
Tabled  until the next meeting
V.    Financial update
A.    The ourrent account balance in the Foundation account is ~$34,900.
a.    The facilities account balance is $0 after st7,400 was absorbed by the university in mid-
2009.  \Ml confirmed that this transaction was credited against the 2007 Administrative
Council bridge loan of $80K,  leaving a current balance of rs32,GOO.
C.    The Committee agreed to repay the outstanding balance over three years beginning in
summer 2010, with 2 payments of $10,000 and the final payment covering the balance.
Action Item:  Wil to draft memo to initiate and document the 2010 payment
/
VI.   Old Business
Recommendations and Action on Recent Plot Research
A.    December 14, 2009 Minutes-Item Iv.c
The Committee agreed to the following action items related to the recommendations
made dy the Secretary to Board of Trustees:
Action  Item:   Jim will research industry standards for the ratio of full burial  plots to
cremation  plots.
Action  Item:   Milt will contact Jeannette to discuss contacting owners of unutilized  plots
and the inventory of Cemetery poliey violations.
Action  Item: Matt and Wil will explore options for having students conduct an updated
tree inventory in the Cemetery.
a.    Capacity study of overall cemetery Footprint
Tabled  until 2011,  pending completion of other action items.
C.     Correspondence with  plot Holders
The Committee discussed several potential means to contact plot owners and friends of
the Cemetery on a  regular basis, including an electronic mailing list.
Vll. Next Meeting
The committee agreed to hold its next meeting on August 24, 2010.
VII[.        Adjournment
Chairman  Brasington adjourned the meeting at 2:55PM
a
